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M SOÜTWESTEM

Carpenter, Mi
Marshall ami Miss Frids
were the charming host
delightful ilinner danc
hotel Southwestern on
evening complimentary

Maud

Dorothy
kman
at
re
given at
Tuesday
to Sin. Gertrude Wettitein ami
Mis- Mary Belle Keefer.
Th guests were first entertained by te7eral pleasing selection
fc,

-

the piano rendered bv Mrs.
VYettstein, after which an
course dinner was served
in the private dining mom. Tin
appointment were perfect. A
large green electrolier formed
the center piece of the table and
was relieved by many amaller
ones of like shade. Unique pen
and ink sketches were used as
dlace carda. Following dinner,
dancing and cards were enjoyed
until a late hour.
The hostesses had requested
Mr. Ungles to preside at the head
of the table and he was naturally
ike upon as the toastmaster of
the occasion.
The best joke of the evening
was when he was called upon to
express for loose present their
delight but he had stage fright
or had forgotten his lines.
Mrs. Ungles had diligently rehearsed him for several weeks,
the baby Catherine had been
kept awake and taken to the
wiMidshed for several niehts to
hear her father practice but when
the hour came for him to show
his Channcey Depew oratorical
powers, he might just as well
have been with Oook at the north
pole. He had forgothen his les
on

ela-lxrat-

1.

e
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The military ball given last
Thanksgiving evening by company "1" of the Hew Mexico
National Ouard wm one of the
est attended and enjoyable
ver given by that organization
A number of the court visitors
f the younger set took advant-tgo.o- f
the opportunity to tripthe
light fantastic. The young men
from Tucumrari were especially
enthusiastic in their praise of the
affair.

fresh men U followed which ended
a most enjoyable evening enter
tainment for the young people.
It was a fine time they all had,
that was reported. Those present
were:
Herbert Shelton, Will Blakley,
Auson Fondern, Floyd Kemple,
Elmo Haynes, Vance Thomas,
Woodroff Rice, Icke Dudley,
Dewitt Butts, Miss Mable Teed,
Misa Ellen Hicks, Miss Necia
Cunninghan, Miss Viola Ounn
iughan, Miss Nellie Grant, Mid
'Minnie Hancock, Miss Bessie
Fondern, Miss Oatsie Dillard,
Miss Marion Shaw.
MISS HANKS ENTERTAINS
BALL

BASKET

HUB.

'On Monday evening the girls of
the club met as the quest of
Miss Hanks at the College
and enjoyed a delightful evening, the decorations for
the occasion being the College
Colon Black and Red. The evening was spent playing various
game followed by delicious ro
freahmenta Mias Hanks proving a
model Hostess.
Sor-mitor-

Job printing at The News.
Suscribbe for The Newt.
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Many DisiIiGUlSuED
ATTORNEYS HEBE.
Among the out of town attorneys who have attended the present session of court were the following; Captain David J. Leahy,
United District Attorney, Las
Vegas; Herbert W. Clark, As-

sistant United States District
Attorney, Las Vegas; Major
W. H. H. Llewe 1 n. Special
t
nit to the United States
Attorney General, and District
Attorney, Las Cruces; Judge
John V. Tompsou, Kansas City ;
As-i--

m,

m

WHIST CLUB MEETS.

The Wednesday Bridge Whish
was in reces
Club which
Thanksgiving week on account
of so many other entertainment
and festivities was entertained
this week by Mrs William B.
Warren. The decorations and
the refreshments were of the
kind that have made Mrs. War
ren famous as hostess.
The first prise was awarded to
Mrs. Edith Flint, the second to
Mrs. George J. Wolfinger, and
the guest's prize to Mrs. Kay
mond H. Godger.
CANDY PULL.
The members of the boys gym
nasium and reading room enter
tained three of the largest class
es of the Grace Methodist Sun
day school, on Tuesday evening.
Fifty guests were in attendance.
The boys were ably assisted in
their entertainment by Rev.J.H.
Murray, who was "The man be
hind the gun," in providing this
place of recreation and amuse

PRICK

RKK 2, 19Ut.

THE WEDNESDAY BRIDGE

merit for" the little fellows. Mr
Mnrray isfa ? great believer in
athletic training to make manly
boys, and he is capable of showing
them how. But over ami
son.
above
the value of training from
Mrs. Ungles was heartbroken
point of view, is the
athletic
the
and says she will never take hiity
greater benefit of
splendid,
the
in public again.
boys off the
young
keeping
the
The guest included.
is doing
Murray
Mr.
street.
Dr. Geo. C. Bryan, Mrs. Bryan,
Samue
great
work,
as
and
Mr. Wm. H. Ungles, Mrs. Ungles,
eay: "Long may
would
Blythe
Mr. Frank W. Beach, Mrs. Beach,
wave."
Mrs. Gertrude Wettstein, Mrs. he
TWIST tD
Edith Flint. Miss Mary Belle
Mr.
K.
K.
Pratt,
Keefer, Mr.
Bartonville, Win., June 16, 1908,
Mr.
Shoemaker,
Alexander
Mister Field Brundage Company,
Ernest H. Russell, Mr. Arthur Dear Sir; I recieve do engiu
D. Baker, Mr. Marshall Parker, whiten I by from you airite, but
Mr. H. H. Bobbitt.
for why you don't send no pulli .
Wat is de use of de en gin when
she
don't have no pul lie. I am
8HTLEMEI ENTERTAIN
loose to me mi kustomer wire
Jhon Whittington and Wis ting by no having de pallia and
worth Martin entertained a Urge
use

number of their frieudt at the
former's home, Thursday evening Games and later the re

NIW MIX

Mark B. Torapson,
Attorney, Las Cruces; W. B.
Ware, Tom Lea Jr' Dan M.
Jackson, El Paso; H. B. Hamilton, Carrizozo ; Joseph F. Bon-haLas Cruces; Reed Hollinan, E. G. Welch, V. W.
Moore,
Mucunicari ; George
Estes; El Paso; J. M- - Elliott,
Mempis, Texas; Earl A. Mayo,
Tularosa, Frank P. Blair, Oro
--

kBaNssSfc

HON.

ALru.iU W. üüUUY

Hon. Alford W. Oooley, presiding judge of the Sixth Judicial
District and Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of New Mexico, whose portrait appears above, has been ill at bis home on
Michigan Avenue since Tuesday night. The exact nature of the
illness is not known, but it is not feared that it is in any way
serious.
Judge Cooley has recently been laboring under conditions pecu
liarly trying. The sessions of court at Tucumcari, Carrizozo, and
the two at Alamogordo, have been almost a continuous strain, with
little or no time to rest and recuperate. Added to this was the
Bad death of Mies Daltnn, Mrs. Cooley's sister, after a long siege
of typhoid fever. At the time of the death Judge Cooley waB
oresiding at Carrizozo, and could not possibly leave. Mrs. Cooley
accompanied the remains to Boston, and has not yet returned home.
Judge Cooley is a young man, and this is his first experience on
the bench. Naturally and necessarily, in entering a new field so
broad he is workittg very hard. Already be lias convinced every
one that lie will make good. Old, seasoned attorneys dee are that
his knowledge of the law and court rule is broad, thorough and
comprehensibe. And above his iilty, stands his integrity, already tried and proved.
Affable, courteous, poli c bed, he is first a gentleman. Just, fair,
impartial, he is also a jurist.
Centlemam and jurist, there is no
--

finer

title.

Field-bruuda-

o.

Bj
A. Little

Due.

Henry Clay Pierce, the millionaire head of the Waters
Pierce Oil Co. which is said to
be one of the subsidiary companies of Standerd Oil, is now on
trial at Austin, Texas, on the
charge of perjury in conned ion
with his affidavits filed to secure
the readmission of his company
to the state.
The court of Texas not long
since succeeded ill imposing an
enormous fine upon the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil Co., and actually colt
lected the amount of the
was a notable victory
over the greatest monopoly on
earth. It is perhaps beyond
reason to hope that Mr. Pierce
will be convicted under this indictment, if he is guilty.
fine-Tha-

gentlemen. The wholesale deaths
re due to accidents or unavoidFarmers Flats.
able circumstances, and are not
Fou r mitetwen of Ala.iorord
by design. There is a distincMr. Hunsinger is building a
tion, but the difierence is lackwhite sands addition to his house
ing, if you please.
.

we

understand.

2300 switchmen acting under
Yale and Judge Cooley
are holding court in Alamogordo. a general strike order of the
Switchmen's Union of North
J ed is court cryer.
America have quit work. ThirMr. Richard Palmer who re- teen lines are affected, embraccently located in the Farmer ing the territory lying between
Flats vicinity from St Louis will St. Paul and the middle and
oon begin the construction of a northwest Pacific coast. Passengwhite sand House.
er trafile is now badly demoraWe understand that Mr. Bar- lized and no attempt is being
rett has trade his big Cadillac made to move freight trains. If
machine to Drs. Gilbert and a settlement is not soon effected
of the
Saltzgaber for use to and from the result may be a tie-ulines
involvnd.
the Sanatorium.
The switchmen are demanding
Leslie Drew returned Monday an increase in pay
and improved
from a three weeks stay in the
working conditions.
mountains where he has been
with the Forest Reserve teleNow comes a report from the
phone gang.
National Capital purporting to be
H. W. Loomis returned last anthantic or at lest well foundweeks visit and business trip to ed, to the effect that President
Kansas. While there Kansas Taft, in hie message to the next
was experiencing an old fashion- congress, will not urge the passed snow and sleet storm. Mr. age of the statehood bill. Thus
Loomis is better satisfied with the croakers and calamity howlers continue to work with a zeal
New Mexico than ever.
which, in a different cause would
The Miasik Bros have the walls be praiseworthy.
If those people
of their new white eands house
do not rest from their activities,
almost completed. White Sands the applicants for
admission to
houses are becoming very populmembership in the Calamity
ar in this vicinity and we can see
Howlers Club will be compelled
where there is a good reason for
to comply with this requirement.
it, the quality of the house and Give a new reason why Conthe cost of construction both gress will
not pass the statehood
figure in.

J.

K.
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hat-bee-

Around The Puddle.

This season the harvest of foot-ha- ll
victims has been appalling
grand; J. Frank Curns, Santa
Before
the big Thanksgiving
Fe; Werner Gibson, Santa Fe.
games
were played nwenty nine
H. N. Daugherty, Socorro; Col
Prichard, ex Attorney General players had paid the death penalty and sixty eight had been
of New Mexico.
seriously snjured.
CHURCH SUPPER.
Prize fights are brutal. Finish
Friday Ncvemder 30th, the fight in the squared circle are
ladies of the Bapt ist Church cave under the ban of nearly all the
a dinner at the Prather House, states. All America is shocked
three doors south of Neal's. The at the inhumanity of the bull
object, was to raise funds for the fights which are still in vogue,
church. While court is in ses- and lawful, in the sister Repubsion and many visitors are in lic of Mexico.
But football: That is differAlamogordo was a most opporent.
It is the sport of young
tune time to make this effort.

tricity began take a conspicuous
part in the Christina holiday
While Santa Clans st ill adheres Of all the electric toys the little
to the good old fashioned way trolley car is the best. It takes
driving the same old reindeer and its power from the lighting cirsleigh, carrying the same old pack cuit and will run on its circular
ladened with good things to ett, track quite as well as its larger
toys and thing - boys and girls like cousin in in the city streets. Toy
best, he is not at all adverse to motors and generators, to run toy
applying modern methods where-eve- r machinery, are other electrical
he eon. So it is that the best novelties for boys. The electric
data not very pleasure to
Vat is de matter mit yon mista r Christmas trees this year will be heating devices, compact and
Field brundage companee. is not lighted with tiny electric lights and neat, being of the greatest
my moneys so good like on nod t r of many colors, completely eli- oenent ana worm to toe recipimans? you loose to me my trade minating the fire risk of the
ent also became very popular last
candles, which bad year as suitable holiday gifts
un i am veree anger for dat and
now i tells to you dat you are a spoiled many and many a pro The heating devices are made of
dame fools an no good, mister mining holiday.
handsome nickle or burnished
Uermany leans tn worta as
companee. i
copper and are really ornamental
send to you back at wun.-- e your matter ot toys, exporting more as well us useful. The electric
engin totnorro for sure bekawse than fifteen million dollars worth tlat iron was just about the right
you are such a dam foolishness last year. France, which rank- - size and cost just enough to make
second, shipped only as much. it an ideal Christinas present.
peoples.
country is the largest pur The chtnngdish and coffee perThis
yourse respeckfullee,
of toys in the world as colator were also seized upon for
chaser
Oscar Krantzhimer.
year
we imported nearly presents and the other heating
last
i
rite
dis letter
P. 8. since
toys and dolls. devices for the kitchen and dinmillion
twelve
find de pullie in der box. Excuse
is
and
that we spent ing room, such as the electric
estimated
it
to me.
not less then thirty millions for toaster, water heater, broilers,
STEÍN CRONXHTTE
SNOW BLOCKADE.
foreign and homemade play- frying pans, shaving mugs and
A very pretty and interesting
Since Tuesday morning all tht things. While we cannot hope ovens are numbered among the
wedding
was solemnized at the
foreign
compete
to
with
passenger
the
westbound
trains on
electrical things which Santa
fe
residence
of D. C. Jones, on New
Paso
in
El
Southwestern Route countries
the manufacture of Claus carries in his pack.
York
Ave.,
at 4;00 o' clock Mon
tops
is
have been arriving three to ten cheap
it nevertheless gra
CYGNET
THE
HORN
when Miss Martha
day
afternoon,
to
note
hfturs late, on account of heavy tifying
that our Yankee
debecame
Stein
the
bride of Hugh
HELPS SOKE.
snow in Eastern New Mexico, the ingenuity and the expanding
Only
D.
Cronkhite.
boys
a few of the
has Mr. J. H. Gill representing the
pan handle of Texas, Oklahoma mands of American
and Kansas. Tuesday the snow greatly increased our home pro- Edison Industries is in town intimate friends and the memb
at Tucumcori was reported a foot duction of electric toys and mod with the latest improved phono ers of the family were present.
in depth. In El Paso the ther el devices which are exceedingly graph with the cygnet horn. Rev. John H. Murray performed
The horn sets up over the mach
mometer dropped to 28 above. instructive as well as entertain- ine and does not take up any the ceremony. Both of these
The snow fall extended as far to ing. American girl, for the most floor space. Apart from this young people are residents of
the southwest as Sierra Blanca. part, is not so exacting, being great convenience the toneal Highrolls, and are well known
qualities are betterand popular. Miss Stein for a
no snow in Alamo-gord- content with the
There
of this town long while made her home with
And the aun still is shin- doll, bnt the monern doll house Mr. H. 8. Evans
will have a big stock of above
is mest complete even to being mentioned Phonographs to meet the Joneses. Mr. Cronkhite is
ing.
Moral : After all there may be electrically lighted.
the demands of the Holiday superintendent for the High
rolls Develoment Co. farm.
worse placea to live.
It is only recently that elec trade.
ELECTRICITY

CENTS

-

I

p

i

st
j
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bill."

Even now, it is possible, by
asking that many of the croakers,
to get all of the "57" reasons
now existing.
The "No statehood" howl is
becoming the popular fad, so to
speak.
CHOIRS TO MEET.

The question as to whether or

not Alamocordo will have a chor
al society this winter will be settled definitely at a meeting of
the singers of all the choirs to be
held at the Presbyterian church
next Tuesday evening at 7:80
sharp. Those interested in such
a proposition will please be
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Styles in Hats

Farmer

Dry

Does

Not

WITH

FARMING

CULTURE

SCIENTIFIC

LITTLE

mKvñ

RAIN

Fundamental Ideas Are the Storage
of Limited Rainfall In the toll
to Raise Crops.

Raise

Crops Without Water.

,
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Difficulty
with Which Agri
culturitt in Semi Arid Regions Hat
to Contend It Lack of Moisture When Needed.

Great

While the term dry farming has
taken root so flrnJy that it seems Im
probable thai any other name will
ever be applied to farming the lands
of the - MB i arid region without irriga
that, yel It is a term to which Mi
the father of dry
il D ( unpbell
'

i

AC I
UefW liats Illustrated here nrf
entirely iHewX from WMli other.
Kaeli one is typical of one of the three
distinct classes of millinery the
s"
h;a. UM "seini ilress" hat and
the utility" h.it. Milliners usually
distinguish these classes by the terms
dress hats, trimmed hats and
hats.
Fig
is an example of the "dress"
hat, which we are all prone to call a
pattern hat. It is a chamois colored
felt trimmed with marabout down and
coque feathers; not an extreme example of dainty fctid frapile millinery.
but too light and too elaborate for
ordinary wear. The time when one
hat had to do service for all occasions, is long past. This hat and oth
ers of its class are out of place for
general wear. If one can only afford
a single hat, Sha must turn her face
resolutely away from this character of
millinery
A trimmed ha which will be very
generally useful is shown in Fig. 2.
It is of black corded silk trimmed with
a very large bow made of black taffeta
silk, having the ends fringed out. The
bow is mounted with a large bunch of
black silk violets at one side and the
hat Is one of those becoming
which turn up in the back and
are lifted, in a slight angle, from the
brow. These silk hats come In all the
Reason's fashionable colors, so that
one's choice is not limited in the matter of color. White hats with black
facings tand the reverse) are made
up with black trimming into models
of great distinction. This hat is a
good choice for women who do not
Tin-

-

ilr-s-

tail-oret- l

1

s

go out often and who feel a dressier
It is a beautiful
model unnecessary
hat for church wear Worn with
bright, dressy gowns, It will serve for
a multitude of social occasions. In
fact a hat of this character is very
generally useful and conies nearer to

answering all requirements, than any
other sort.
In Pig, 3, a tailored hat Is shown.
The shape is nobby and mannish and
is covered with plain taffeta silk
shirred onto the frame. This and
similar shapes are shown covered with
the moire and corued silks which are
found on all kinds of millinery this
season. For these hats the trimming
It
is of the very simplest character.
amounts to only a finish of some sort.
A band and flat bow of velvet, kid or
ribbon. Sometimes a buckle or other
f
ornament' is used. A simple
feather is not out of place, but
the) best effects are those in which
feathers and Bowers are conspicuous
by their absence. This is the hat for
costume for the street
the tailor-madand for traveling. In the estimation
of many people of excellent taste and
Judgment, it is tne sort ot miinnery
which should to worn at church. It
Is
smart, inconspicuous and well
made, like a tailored gown. Those
hats that are made of plain silk are
easier to keep from dust than the
shirred varieties. In passing it should
be remembered that hats must be
dusted with very soft brushes or
wiped off with a scrap of plush or vel- vet. Nothing is quite so good as a
piece of silk plush for keeping millinery clean.

PRINCESS COSTUME

rain-proo-

RUSSIAN CAFTAN MUCH
Practical Fashion Has Been
Taken Up and Made a
son's Mode.

LIKED
Eagerly
Sea-

One of the newest and most practical of fashions that are being adopted
is the Russian caftan, a coat-likgarment which Is similar to that worn by
Tolstoy, the great Russian author, in
pictures, with which we are familiar.
The coat has a round or square
neck, a slightly bloused bodice part
and a straight bottom edge that ends
just above the knees. It is confined
at the waist line by a satin belt; or,
to make it more realistic, a silk cord.
The edges of the coat are bound
with satin; for winter garment, bands
of fur will be used.
Tbe fastening is
of ornamental or perfectly plain buttons and satin cord or braided
e

-

va-ri-

d

three-fourth-

i

town.

Pretty
gowns,
called
abroad casino gowns, are being worn
.
II- -.
...lU I....
J
ana lran"
" :""
semi-evenin- g

This nocturna Is in old rose
ZTTTT' ra0U88ellne
Prin
mere; the dress Is a
ho ZZ 'ZT. used on gowns of this
cess With panel back and front
".o.denes, laces or crepe
stitched at each edge; two flat
to be some- rfhinfii- for
extend from the panel each side, and
h
them are
'
of
silk;
tab
pointed
a
fixed under
Tinge, and.
?obls of silk are laid under the .dg.
"3 the
fu nlpe s always collarless,
of panel, and partiv fill in the round
rnllars f
vel- bound
being
sleeves
over
th
neck
vK
aro worn- 80 that the gown
la
yoke
of
small
with the same. The
may be becoming with a hat
C"ar'eS. gWn and a
Material, required: Three yards. M
"ul
Pretty
'c
yard
V"
silk.
Inches wide.
combination.
semi-flttln-

""

-

.

" ..'

Scant Skirts.
In spite of the many rumors to the
contrary, the newest skirts still give
the scant effect about the feet. They
are, many of them, especially those
having the Byzantine yoke, made quite
full above the knees by means of side
plaits and in other ways, but about
the ankles they again become tight
fitting. This Is done by the use of
weights in the hem, and also by the
absence of stiff petticoats, oftentimes
the soft satin lining of the skirt Itself being the only covering below the
knees.
Home Gowns.

The marked departures in home
gowns are a short skirt and a collar-les- s
neck.
The
and
semWecolletages are not only allowed,
but commanded by fashion. If tbe
neck Is covered at all by the afternoon dress. It la only by tram parent
fabrica that never rise above the collar line. Harper's Basar.
e

"""

Tunics.
Curiously lovoly effects are gained
In little informal evening and afternoon gowns by the use of a chiffon
draped tunic over a gown of a contrasting shnde of satin, with a bit of
embroidery on the edge of the tunic.
Some striking combinations are nas- ran8e cnlff("' with touches
of gold over gray green satin; dark
gray chiffon with silver over light
blue, and brilliant currant red chiffon
over deep prune color, the embroidery
in bronze, goid and deep reds.
Correct Veils.
Taupe Is the leading shade In plain
mesh veils, and those made of a wiry
thread in the large, hexagonal type,
are unusually becoming to the complexion. Another mesh veil, of flnef
weave. Is covered with flat velvety
pastilles, square In shape and scattered over the surface at close later
vaJa.
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well-dresse-

plaattl'.f"

se-l.i-

i . ;

"easy-going-

POULTRY

NOTES.

Gather eggs every day and when a
nest Is found keep those separate from the freshly gathered ones.
Have your buyer test them and pay
what they are worth.
This will not
lower the value of good eggs.
Keep out small and double yolked
eggs to use at home. The very small
eggs bring a lower price In the market and the objection to the double
yolked ones Is that they break easily
In shipping.
"Two hundred and forty egg" hens
are scarce and probably always will
be. They produce but few that come
up to their standard. Sometimes the
fault Is on the part of the male.
Hatch ducks by incubator or use a
chicken hen.
Keep a supply of copperas water
where the fowls can obtain it.
Keep down the weeds and grass,
where the small chicks must go.
It Is better to begin the poultry
business in the fall than In the
spring. Beginners should remember
this.
Give the poultry houses a heavy
coat of whitewash. This is one of the
best treatments for lice and mites.
Orange boxes make excellent nests
They are cheap and can be burned up
if you are so neglectful as to allow
them to become lousy.
One rooster Is sufficient for ten or
twelve hens or pullets.
Vegetables of some kind should be
fed the poultry the year 'round; cabbage, potatoes, beets, turnips, etc.
Ash is the mineral portion of most
feeding stuffs, and Is used largely In
making bones, eggshells, etc.
The man who said the best poultry
men on the farms are women, knew
what he was talking about.

Hen

Produces One of the Most
licious Morsels to the Human Palate.

U
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MOKMtMfl Story at my ww
flnw sattattes m- - mat ttmn
m
Metaphysics of sisni, -- waw

"as

One Impulse frnm a vernnl W"d
M:iv teach yen more "f mnn.

Of nvirat,

fhaa

o.

fc

1

tin
mnn.

for In ce.taln sertlons the Indians and Mexicans have practiced It
for a long time, especially with corn
sad beans. The Indians usually
the sandy land at the mouths of
arroyos and thus take advantage f
the natural mulching of the sand
the flood
mid the irrigation from
waters of the arroyos. Tbe Mexican name of it is temporal farming, to distinguish It from farming by
i, l igation.
Pry farming conditions
range trom tne conditions louim ra
in ill ellmataa to those where the
rainfall Is so small that only an
crop can be obtained. The
lundan.i-ntaideas of dry farming are
tin storage of the limited rainfall in
i
i!e- soil and the growing of those
tlea ot ereeai which can mature with
a mini!, im amount of water. It does
not at all imply the growing of crops
without water. There are two principal cropping methods depending on
the amount of rain; that of growing
a crop every year and that of only
planting once in two years, saving
the moisture from the first to assist
the crop during the second season.

i.t
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A
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more dignified.
The style promises to be a popular
one for smart fall and winter costumes. Frocks of woolen fabric, with
blouses of net and silk and a caftan
of the material trimmed with satin in
a harmonizing tone, or, what is safer
yet, black, will be In good taste for
the
woman.

cash--

1

"It
objects.
farming" strenuously
means nothing, s.tys he, "It stands
for nothing but (arming in a dry country and trusting to Providence for
results." From this it must not be Inierred that Mr. Campbell puts little
trust in lrovidenie. Hut. he does believe that faith without work is a
poor crop producer. Not only does lie
believe in work, but that work mus;
It must be performed
ie intelligent.
it the right time, in the right way. with a full understanding of the reaMM for every step. Hence he prefers
lo call it "scientific soil culture.
The dry tanner (so called) does not
farm without water," as some have
repressed it. If he is a follower of
:he Campbell system he uses as much
eater as any farmer in humid regions
He
or even in irrigation districts.
plains
differs from the haphazard
farmer, from the irrigation farmer and
from the farmer In regions in which
the rainfall is abundant, simply in
the particular that he has learned how-tmake use of water. He has learned DRY FARMIÑgI? HARD WORK
a lesson that all other farmers ougnt
If the irrigation farmer
to learn.
No Mystic Spell to Produce
would learn it, he would save the half There Is
DiLife in Semi-AriPlant
wa-i
s
of his expense for
or
Needed.
strictsLabor
ter and the reservoirs now construct-ed would suffice for two or three times
t : .i
11
12 to 11
, r.u.nt
.
;iiuiuues, mini
in nigu
if the
under al- utilized
precipitation
in humid regions would learn
hnu.
every
systems,
t
or
biennial
?mitt
t
ii.iiv. ni íir:inr
u'o ii'aiiM m isssnaswsi
ossible of production under irril VtHUf grown without
in the most favorable places, and In RM?
normal seasons his harvest would bt rigation.
With precipitation of 13 to 24
much greater. The principles of scienmany farmers in high altiinches,
are universal.
culture
tific soil
cropping annually.
are
tudes
semi-ariregion they
Throughout the
Then again, many farmers under all
must be applied or failure is inevare
In other regions they may b of the above named conditions
itable.
continually.
failing
neglected and a certain measure of
Hankers tail when they refuse to
success yet be attained; but if they
were applied everywhere the rewards bank along legitimate lines.
Merchants fail when they attempt
of the farmer would be far greater.
conduct their business Without due
The great difficulty with which the to
regard
for the requirements of their
semi-ariregion
to
has
in
the
farmer
trade.
iiiniend is the lack of moisture at the
Farmers fail in every part of the
time his crops need it. The rainfall
and under the most favorable
een though it be but ten or twelve world
unless they endeavor to
conditions
inches is sufficient if it would come
into the methods
themselves
educate
at the light time. Sometimes it does, necessary for
their particular soil, cliand then the farmer who follows the
and markets.
traditional methods of humid regions mate
Dry
farming demands unceasing larejoices in good crops. More often
proit does not. with the consequence of bor. There is no mystic spell to
semi-aridistrict.
crops ranging anywhere from fairly duce plant life in a
good to tofnl failures, depending upon The pike of success is work work
work and the expenditure of energy
just how untimely the rains fall.
enough
to meet the immediate requirefarming
is a
Under such conditions
of each section cf land
and
ments
hazardous speculation and the usual
crop.
fate of speculators is ruin. It is the each
An
farmer should not
claim of the exponents of scientific
soil culture that the element of risk attempt dry farming, neither should a
can be almost entirely removed; that man who is financially unable to purno matter at what time the rains chase the necessary machinery and to
transforming
come, their moisture can be stored support himself while
prai
in the soil, where it will be available his farm from the
for plant growth whenever needed, rie to a productive field.
so that prolonged drought need never
VARIED USES OF THE EGG
cause disaster.

This style may be developed to the
extreme, but in its simpler form is

New Type of

Dry farming Is a term which has
been introduced in recent years H
designate an agricultural method dif
fi ring from the production "f crops
ty SB abundance of rainfall and lv
rrigBtlO. This farming with a limited rainfall, while having become widefew
ly known only within the last
is not a new thing in New Mex-i- i
V

De- -
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Med

Golden Beat, Uta root of the aWo
plant, UtTarynseful medicine. Mi
people gather it In onr rich wood 1 ml

"f

safe
Words worth.

nil tin'

--

during the summer. Few people l w
how valuable it is In dyspepsia, catarrh,
and as a general tonie.
Many thousand pounds of this root sr
need each yesr In the famous catarrh
remedy, Peruna. Thlt fact explains why
rerybody usee Perana for catarrh.

"Order Is Heaven'e First Law."
Sit mnnv mother find It very hard
put
1o teach children to be orderly,
away their belongings and keep their
boxes neat "The way to begin Is at
the beginning." when they are old
enough to have playthings they should
be taught to put them away when
done wbh them. A Cilld under two
years can learn to do this. As they
grow older the habit is formed of havplace lor everything and puting
ting it there The school books and
enrBa should never be allowed to be
We all know
dropped anywhere.
what a saving of nerves and tempor
red household means. For
a weM-orschool
In the hurry of starting to
there is no time to hunt for mislaid
articles.
One mother is trying now to over
come some bad habits already formed
by inspecting the belongings of her
young hopefuls each day. If she finds
everything in order she leaves a small
piece of money on the dresser; If it Is
not there the aforesaid hopeful knows

,

c

our

why.
It Isn't always easy to put a thing
away directly we are done with it.
We want to do so many other things,
but how glad we are that we may be
able to put our hands upon our belongings in a hurry, only those know
who have tried both ways.
Years ago there was a story published of a young lady away at a
house party for a few weeks. In the
party was a young man who was very
much interested In this young woman
and had made up his mind to ask her
to share his salary and travel on his
pass, but he happened to pass her
room and looking in, saw such disorder and confusion that he changed his

breath finer yd
for digestion

Easily forestall-

mind about wanting her. Whether
true or not the moral Is plain: "He
orderly."

ed, if not prevented by
having all the walls

Seasonable Recipes.
Quinces make such a nice addition
to the winter's store that we would
not leave them out in the gathering

Alabastined during

vacation. All germs
killed when you use

in.

Alabastine
The
Sanitary Wall Coating

AUbtstine If mlUbltfor won plait ercd
walls, wood cei line a, brick or ctnvaa.
AUbattln It an alabaster powder
ready to mia with cold water and apply
with a wall brush

T 18 easy In tne world to live
eft St tlit- - world H opinion;
it Is eay In solitude to live after our
own: hut the great man Is he who In
the midst of the crowd keep! with perfect sweetness ÜM independence of soli-

tude."

Bread Notes.
Remove the loaves at once from the
pan when baked, and place in a circulation of air. When cold put into
,a tin box or stone Jar and keep covlered closely.
'
Never wrap bread In a cloth, as It
gives the bread an unpleasant taste.
Bread jars should be washed,
scalded and sunned each time before
using, and oftener in summer.
All dry bread may be used In countless ways In cooking and a crumb
should never be wasted.
Bread may be brushed over with
milk to make the crust hard.
Keep bread closely covered and in
a warm place while rising.
If bread is ever overbaked and the
crust needs softening, sponge with
sugar and water and wrap closely for
a few minutes.
-

j

new

The uses of the egg are varied. As
a food it is unexcelled.
The Invalid
and the strong use the egg without
question as to its high nutritive qualities, and if has never yet been suc
cessfully substituted or adulterated.
Eggs vary greatly in flavor
and
quality. I'ndesirable flavors may be
detected in the egg after feeding the
hens heavily on foods of strong or Boiled Rice with Chocolate Sauce.
high flavor. If fed in sufficient quanHere is something that will be new
tity, beef scrap will give an odor to to many, and th combination Is good.
egg.
It is important that no beef
the
Take one cupful of rice, add one
scraps should be fed except of good
cupfuls of boiling water,
and
quality. Onions will give an undesircook until the water Is absorbed, then
able flavor in the egg. and if a suff
cupfuls ot milk,
add one and
ficient quantity be eaten by the hen
f
teaspoonful of salt, one
the eggs will be unfit for use.
of butter.
It has been shown
that certain
Chocolate Sauce. Make a syrup of
foods affect the color of the egg; feedone cupful of sugar and
of
ing alfalfa liberally will give yolks of a cupful of water. Pour it over one
high color.
square of melted chocolate, add one
The size of the egg is Influenced by teaspoonful of butter and
factors under the control of the
of a teaspoonful of vanilla. Serve hot.
Eggs from fowls having free
range where worms. Insects and green
To Make Tough Steak Tender.
food were obtained weighed more
Lay the steak IA a plate in which
than eggs from similar hens kept in three tablespoonfuls of oil and one
small yards.
and a halt of vinegar hava been
Eggs for the fancy market should
placed, turn often and let the meat lie
weigh not less than 22 ounces per at least four hours, before broiling.
dozen, with quality and color unobKeep a microscope In the kitchen
jectionable. The color of the shell Is to examine dried fruits, cereals, etc.,
Immaterial, though In some markets it will save much waste, as a glance
the white shell egg and In others tbe will tell the condition, and anything
brown shell egg brings the higher
not good may be at once returned to
price.
There Is no difference, howthe grocer.
ever. In quality between the brown
Beet Relish.
shell and the white shell egg.
Take one quart of cabbage chopped
,
Call It Failure.
One, one quart of boiled beets chopped
Enemies of western progress openly fine, two cupfuls ot sugar, one table
soonfui of salt, one teaapoonful of
claim that dry farming is and al
ways must be a failure. Many who pepper, one-hal- f
teaspoonful of cayhave given tbe matter no aerlouq enne, one cupful of grated horse rail-Isthought believe from hearsay that
with vinegar to mix well. Cm
Demands of Dry Farming.
tbe dry farmers must fall. Many dry cold.
Dry farming demands the establish- farmers have failed but dry farming
Peach 8herl)et.
ment of a natural reservoir in the never.
Boll one quart of water and two
soil by the conservation of the limited
cupfuls of sugar together, add ona
Limited Rainfall.
rainfall or other form of moisture
quart of peach Juice, the Juica of a
Is farm opDry farming
through methods by which waste and
lemon and the
whltos of
evaporation are prevented. In soma eration under limited rainfall In distwo agga. Fteese as usual.
localities enough water can be con- tricts where Irrigation water cannot
served to crop annually in others be obtained or where the supply of
two years rainfall should be reserved Irrigation water Is inadequate to meet
the requirements of the acreage.
tor the crop.
one-hal-

f
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The Steady Man.
We'd like to write a little rhyme
Thousands upon thousands of fam- about the steady man, who keeps on
ilies who hare not been regular eat- pegging all the time and doea the
ers of Quaker Oats will begin on the best he can; the man who early goes
first of November and eat Quaker to work and doean'tget home till late;
Oafs once or twice every day for thirty nor ever try to shirk In order to be
days of this month; the result In great.
There are some fellows who
good health and more strength and
vigor will mean that every other will try to do their business tricks
month In the year will find them doing and have a finger In the pie of city
politics; they try to put on lots of
the same thing.
Try it! Serve Quaker Oats plenti- style and play a heavy role, and In
fully and frequently for the thirty a little bit o' while you find them in
days of November and leave off a cor- a hole! I like the man of steady pace,
responding amount of meat and greasy
system I admire; he has no wild
foods. You'll get more health, more bis
igor and strength than you ever got desire to place more irons in the fire!
Los Angeles Express.
in thirty days of any other kind of
eating.
Témpora Mutantur.
While you are trying this aee that
A certain young man, wishing to be
They
the children get a full share.
will show the benefits even more very thrifty, quit eating meat. Frankquickly and surely than the adults. lin abstained from meat," quoth he,
Quaker Oats Is packed in regular "and so will I."
size, large size family packages and
But he didn't stop to consider how
7
hermetically sealed tins.
prices have gone up since Franklin's
day, and especially within the last
Never Opened His Mouth.
years. The result was that when
"Not infrequent rays of unconscious few
about six
humor illumine the otherwise impos- he hadn't eaten meat formoney
to the
he was so much
sible stories that come to my desk months
good that he lost his head and became
one
from amateurs," says a reader for
of the gilded youth.
of the magazines. Recently 1 chanced one
The outworn ideals of yestefday
upon this choice bit:
" 'John, the husband, and Grace, the should be taken up very guardedly, if
wife, ate on together in silence. There at all. Puck.
was indubitably an 111 feeling between Rough on Hats, unbeatable ex terminator-Rougthem. The husband devoured a plate
on Hen Lice, Nest Powder, 25c.
of soup, half a fish, an entree or two, Rough on Bedbugs, Powder or Liq'd,25c.
a piece of roast beef, together with
a sweet, without ever once opening Rough on Fleas, Powder or Liquid, 24c.
Rough on Roache8.Pow'd,15c.,Llq'd,25c.
his mouth.' "
Rough on Moth and Ants, Powder, 25c.
Rough on Skeeters, agreeable to use, 25c.
Judge's Sarcastic Advice.
Mr. Choate, having arrived at the E. S. Wells, Chemist, Jersey City, N. J.
age," did not recognize it,
The Reason Why.
or did not wish to commei.-- c the use
"I wonder why men don't take more
of glasses. In pleading a cause he
had difficulty in seeing his notes, and interest in the primary!"
"Possibly because it is a secondary
in order properly to discipher his manuscript kept holding his paper farther consideration." Baltimore American.
and farther off. On one occasion this
Nature helps every man to become
so annoyed the Judge that he at last
to become. If
which he
that
burst out with: "Mr. Choate. I would he put forth no desires
effort Nature assumes
advise you to get one of two things, he wishes
to be a nobody, and grants
either a pair of tongs or a pair of his prayer.
Elbert Hubbard.
spectacles."

Try This

FORCE OF HABIT.

MsniNGmji gossip
Dr. Wu Seeks Light on Spirit World
When Mrs. Hennen, regarded as a
s
medium by the spiritualists,
took the floor and asked whether anyone was present who had never received a message from the
spirit
world, Dr. Wu signified that he was
such.
The medium declared that she
saw standing by the Chinese minister's side a woman of his country with
two children.
She said she had not
been given their names, but described
them to him and remarked that If during the evening the names were given
her by the spirit she would make them
known to htm.
While she gave spirit messages,
names and descriptions of spirits to
persons in the room Dr. Wu watched
and listened with the keenest attention. To his companion another medium gave a long "reading," informing
Mr. Chang he was going away shortly,
but would return.
Dr. Wu returned a few nights later
and had a "private sitting," during
which he was told that the spirit of
William McKinley, martyred
president of the United States, urged him
to use his efforts for peace. The
spirit of the Chinese envoy's mother
also talked to him.
"Why is it cannot see the spirits?"
was Dr. Wu's question. The medium's
explanation has not been made public.

first-clas-

Having satisfied
the technique
of flying machine
when he visited
Wilbur Wright ta College Park, Md
and plied him with all sorts of questions. Dr. Wu Ting Fang. Chinese minister to the I'nlted States, turned his
attention to spiritualism and took his
first plunge into the mysteries of the
spirit world.
He attended a meeting
of the Temple League of Spiritualists,
where he was informed by a medium
that half a dozen spirits hovered by
his side.
From the time the "human Interrogation mark." as Dr. Wu has become
known here, entered the hall, accompanied by Wu Chang, an attache of
the Chinese legation, and took a seat
directly In front of the speaker's
piaiiWm. he was all open-eyeattention. Notwithstanding his flowing purple robes, the minister was not recognized by the
attendants,
but was the center of curiosity.
WASHINGTON.
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Uncle Sam Plants Fish by BiUion

DURING

output was

568,144,042

was $397.76

a million.

and

Se

cost

Ten years ago the number of applications for the stocking of rivers and
streams with fish of various kind was
less than 4.000. During the last fiscal
year, the applications Increased to
nearly 11,000 and the bureau responded by planting fish in nearly that
the last fiscal year more number of rivers, streams, lakes aud

Hodge Hefty had a strenuous time
n his vacation. When he started he
'.Ipped the acales at 200 pounds and
when he returned he only weighed
149.

Dodge That was a drop. I suppose
his best girl gave him up on the spot.
Hodge Not at all.
She accepted
him light off.
Dodge That's queer.
Hodge No; you see she is a great

bargain hunter and couldn't pass
thing that was reduced.
CURED

ITCHING

any-

HUMOR.

Big, Painful Swellings Broke and Did
Not Heal Suffered 3 Years.

Tortures Yield to Cuticura.

Confidence.
much milk?"
queried the fair summer boarder.
"Do they?" echoed the old farmer.
"Say, Jist atween yew an' me, they
give so
much that we diloot
th' well water we sell tew th' campers
with it." Chicago Daily News.
In

"Do your cows give

10,-53- 9

Ladies Can Wear Shoes
after using Alien s
It makes
the antiseptic powder.
tight or new shoes easy. Cures swollen,
feet. Ingrowing
hot, sweating, aching
Always use It to Break In new
nails.
Shoes. At all Druggists. 25c. Don't accept
any substitute. Trial package FREE by
mall. Address Allen S.Olmsted.LeRoy.N.Y.

One size smaller

n

t.

tery, for mystery he felt there must
be.

THE

postoffice department In
has just solved a problem

that of several years' standing, and

which for a long time they feared they
neved would be able to solve. Since
as far back as August, 1904, at regular Intervals, the Boston postmaster
has been sending with his consignment
of dead letters to the dead letter office
a number of small envelopes, all addressed with a lead pencil in the same
handwriting to the same person,
street and number in Boston, with no
postage paid upon them.
When in time It became necessary
to open these letters at the dead letter office each was found to contain a
$1 bill, wrapped in a scrap of brown
paper or old newspaper, without the
least sign or mark by which the sender might be Identified.
The number of these letters sent
to the dead letter office having reached
143. Fourth Assistant Postmastet General Da Graw concluded to send out
his inspectors to run down the mys

After a long search the postoffice inspectors found that the name upon
the envelope and the addresses were
correct for the years 1904 to 1907.
The man named upon the envelope
had finally been discharged, and Is
now an object of charity.
The proprietor of the hat establishment
where the man used to work stated
to the poptofflce inspectors that the
man had formerly worked for him,
and that he had In the past received a
number of anonymous letters. Then
the inspectors started out to chase the
old man down, finally finding htm. and
when they told him that $146 were in
the custody of the dead letter office
for him he was overjoyed.
The old gentleman was somewhat
dubious about taking the money, as
he said that there was not anybody on
earth who owed him anything. Then
he made an exception to this statement by saying that a great many
years ago he had made a silk hat for
a man who had promised to pay for
It, but never had, and he thought very
likely that this man was trying to get
even with his conscience by sending
this small sum every month.
The $146 helped to put the old man
on his feet and get him out of the
poorhouse.

Woman's Mouth Was a Speakeasy Till

November.

"old-sighte- d

"Little black swellings were scattered over my face and neck and they
wouiU leave little black scars
that
would itch so I couldn't keep from
Larger swellings
scratching them.
would appear and my clothes would
stick to the sores. I went to a doctor,
but the trouble only got worse. By
this time it was all over my arms and
the upper part of my body In swellings
as large as a dollar. It was so painful that I could not bear to lie on my
back. The second doctor stopped the
swellings, but when they broke the
places would not heal. I bought a set
of the Cuticura Remedies and In teas
than a week some of the places were
nearly well. I continued until I had
used three sets, and now I am sound
and well. The disease lasted three
years. O. L. Wilson, Puryear, Tenn.,
Feb. 8, 1908."

fish eggs were distributed ponds.
by the bureau of fisheries of the DeOf the entire amount planted, 98
partment of Commerce and Labor in per cent, was for market fisheries,
Washington than ever before in its only two per cent, being for the use
history. For the first time the total of sportsmen.
of fish and eggs distributed passed
In summing up the conditions for Potter Pros Cana. Corp, Sola Props, Boston.
the three billion mark. The exact the fiscal year, Commissioner Bowers
number was 3,117,301,525.
has come face to face with the con- United States Leads in Good Work.
Laat year the total amount of the tingency that in the near future the
In Germany there are 99 public sandistribution was 2,871,458,280. and al- Pacific coast may be called upon to atoria for adult consumptives with
though Commissioner George
M. restock the Potomac river and its
beds, besides 36 private ouuutoria
Howers suggested early in the year tributaries with shad. Only a few with 2,175 beds. In 18 sanatoria for
that he hoped to pass the three
years ago shad were taken from the children with tuberculosis there are
mark, small hope was entertained Potomac and planted in the Sacra- 837 beds, a total of less than 13,000
that he would be able to do It.
mento river, where they are now more beds. The United States has proIn addition to the increased distribu- plentiful than on the Atlantic coast vided over 300 sanatoria with 15,000
tion, a careful estimate has shown
The commissioner is having pre- beds, showing that this country is In
war.
that the cost of distribution has been pared maps showing the extent to the lead in the
reduced to about $152 a million of fish which nets are planted along the Po- France has only 12 sanatoria for adult
and eggs distributed, which is a lower tomac and Its tributaries for catching consumptives, with a total capacity of
average cost than has ever before the shad as they return from the salt 148 beds. All of these institutions arc
been attained. The cost during the water of the Chesapeake Bay to the private except
at Agin-courprevious fiscal year was $160.25. In fresh water in which they spawn. So
1907 it was $172.28, 1906 $216.80.
great has been the onslaught on the
There ta more Catarrh In this section of the country
When the bureau was established, fish as they attempt to reach their
thin all other diseases put together, and until the last
in 1904, the cost of distribution was spawning ground, that In spite of all tew yean wu supposed to he Incurable. For a great
yean doctora pronounced It a local disease and
$403.5i a million, while in 1897. the the efforts of the bureau to plant many
prescribed local remedies, and by constantly falling
local treatment, pronounced It Incurable.
year before Commissioner Bowers eggs, the catch is constantly decreas- to cure with proven
Catarrh to be a constitutional disScience has
took charge of the work, the annual ing.
ease, and therefore requires constitutional treatment.

Solve Post Office Department Mystery

In

Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
cure on
Co.. Toledo. Ohio, hi the only Constitutional
the market. It Is taken Internally In doses from 10
drops to s leaspoonfui. It sets directly on the blood
and raucous surfaces of the system. They offer one,
hundred dolían for any ease It falls to cure. Send
tor circulara and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY 4 CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggists. 7 Sc.
Take Hail s Family Whs tor constipation.

Object of Increased Solicitude.
"There never was a time when the
farmer was so highly considered as he
Is
said the gentle jollier.
"That's right," answered Mr.
"they're making a heap o' fuss
over us agricultural folks. You seen,
crops has been kind o' good lately. In
addition to votes we've got a little
spare change that's worth lookiu' after." Washington Star.
Corn-tosse-

l;

Non-Co-

pose
you?

Foot-Eas-

e,

Experienced.
(to recruit) I don't supyou ever smelt powder, have

Recruit Oh, yes. I was in a drug
store before I enlisted.
Much Time on

the

Road.

reached my thirtieth birthday yesterday.
He It must have taken you at least
40 years to get there Fliegnde Blatter.
She

I

Even the old maid has something to
be thankful for. She doesn't have to
worry about where her husband is at

night.
Don't think Wrigley's Spearmint
only whitens the teeth. It helps digestion and perfumes the breath.

Constipation canses man? serious diseases. It
is thoroughly cured by Doctor Pierce's Pleasant
Pellets. One a luxatlre, three for cathartic

If we all had our own way other
people would quickly get out of it.
Lewis' Single Binder straight
made to satisfy the smoker.

cigar is

When duty calls on a man he is apt
to be out.

I

SUFFERING

ONEYEAR
E

Cured by Lydia

"Lydia E. Pink
Milwaukee, Wis.
ham's Vegetable Compound has made
mo A wen milium,
and I would tike to
tell thewhole world
of it. 1 suffered

fromfemale trouble
and fearful pains in
my back. I bad tbe
best doctors and
tbey all decided
that I had a tumor
in addition to my
female troubleand
advised an opera- -

flfl

ssssRv'

lnn

T.vrlSo.

V.

made
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
i
i ... . uu.
me a wuii woman tsiiujt xt ujtc
iuho
backache. I hope I can help others by
telling them what Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound has done for
me." Mrs. Emma Imse, 833 FiratSt,
Milwaukee. Wis.
The above is only one of the tiioo-sand- s
of grateful letters which are
constantly being received by the
Pinkham Medicine Compafny of Lynn,
Mass., which prove beyond a doubt that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-ioun-d,
made from roots and herbs,
actually does cure these obstinate diseases of women after all other means
have failed, and that every such snf-eriwoman owes it to herself to at
least give Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial before submitting to an operation, or giving op
hope of recovery.
.

..--
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Mrs. Pinkham, of Lynn, Man,
write
invites all sick women toguided,
her for advice. She has
thousands to health and her
advice Is free.

FREE
Mary T. Goldman'
Gray Hair Rer torer

irAi aw

restores original ooor id
oiJd, iiPtiHuiui mim nor
n from 1 to M day.. En-ir- e
y different from
s
else. Ita eflectb
per man' nt.
DOAi not
at) ft OU DOT 1UOR VDJUU- ar&L
Has no sediment, ao it's neither sticky nor
treary it's as pnro and clear ns water. 3u t
O1
what thnoeandiioi others ha v found
safo and sat it fneto ry. For iwmnle and com fhw
lotely fi--e, write to JIM ft? T. GOLDMAN. AltQotd-maBldg . fit. Paul, Minn. Bo sur to mmUoo orif-in-

aai

color of

y oar

hair. Poll ti

for sale by all dealer

bottle

Sickly Smile
Wipe it off your otherwise
good looking face put on that
good health smile that
will give you as
CAS-CARE-

a result from

Constipation

It's so easy

TS

the cure of
or a torpid liver.

do

it you'll see.

CASCARETS 10c a bo for a week's
treatment, all druggists. Biggest seller
to tbe world. Million boxes a month.

m

25c,' 75c.

It seems strange to the masculine
intelligence that many a woman who
is afraid of a mouse isn't a bit afraid
of her husband.
Don't believe a word when they try
to sell you imitations of Wrigley's
Spearmint.

Live Stock and Miscellaneous
Bbw '

Electrotypes

TsisissSlVtT

great variety for sale
at the iowest prices by

In
Ht aiMUSjl

WESTERN NEWSPAPER UNION
MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY.

Don't think that because a man is
willing to lend you a helping hand
he'll stand for a touch.
LOSE MO SLEEP
through a nagging cough or irritated throat. Allen's
Lung Balaam will heal thu afft'ctiun quickly and
harmlessly. All druggists. Sk 5Uc and il.uu bottles.

The Modem Razor
NO HONING
NO STROPPING

Ever hear of a man getting rich by
following the advice given in books on

.

T)

SI
KNOWN THE

WORLD

jj-- j

de- -

used in its columns should insist upon
having what they ask lor, refusing all
ssjSaas or umlaoons.

WRIGLEY'S

I1
I
I

rn?F

w

PARKER'S

Pierce's Favorite Prescription

HAIR BALSAM
ana bssnunss us ask.
PtodhUss

ClSSZMM

a assasssS rrovth.
never Fails to Bsotora Gray
scalp
dissssss a hsfc hullas,
km
UX)

Is the beat

creates no latina or such stimulants.
THE ONE REMEDY ao good that ita makers
are not afraid to print ita every ingredient on

of this paper

OVER

WRtaLEY'5

of all medicines for the cure of diseases,
disorders and weaknesses peculiar to women. It is the
only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly graduated physician an experienced and skilled specialist in
the diseases of women.
It is a safe medicine in any condition of the system.
THE ONE REMEDY which containa ao alcohol
g
draga and which
and no injurious

1

I Keaaers
H

habit-formin-

Try the best and moat
Stop guessing!
certain remedy for all painful ailments
The way it reHamlina Wizard Oil.
lieves all soreness from sprains, cuta,
wounds, burns, scalds, etc., is wonderful.

5c

m

AFTER

The bravery of some men is like
that of bulldogs; they haven't sense
enough to be afraid of anything.

The U. S. Government has bought 25
Gross (3.600 boxes) of Rough on Rats to
send to the Panama Canal Zone, because it
doe the work. The old reliable that never
15c,
fails. The unbeatable exterminator.

With a smooth iron and Defiance the subject?
Starch, you can launder your shirtMrs, Wlnslows Soothing Syrup.
waist just as well at home as the For children
teething, softens the gums, reduces h
steam laundry can; it will have the Summation, allays pain, cures wind setts, sScabuiue.
proper stiffness and finish, there will
Boarding house coffee is one of the
be less wear and tear of the goods, things
that are well roasted.
pleasure
to
positive
will
be
a
and it
use a Starch that does not stick to the
iron.
Df
Like the Rest of Us.
"Please, mumsey, just five cents,"
begged Johnnie.
"But, Johnnie, it was only this
morning that I gave you five cents."
"I know, mumsey, but" putting his
arms around her neck "I'm so bard
ttn money." Everybody's Magazine.

Pettit's Eye Salve Restores.
No matter how badly the eyes mav be
diseased or injured. All druggists or Howard Bros., Buffalo, N. Y.

I

Drotiriai

stlcsnd

ra. Boss
I li r,i vrl rlloe
-

Allen's rirerineHalye rn rr Ch ron
t lcom,

nosem

n-

(

ieerB,aserrnnsu uieerswslienwe4JLsr.reversures.uiMi
tna;.iia
fsifin. 1 splits.
J.l'.ALLltli.bcut.i
i

Bees' honey gathered in South
- California from age. white
rich, thick and delicious, racked
cana, t In ease, 130 lba. Price, freight
in
prepaid, fit, eaa ti.W, sample 10c. Liberal com.
to agenta and dealers. R. M. Spencer, torsattt.Cat

HONEY-

and attest to tito
each outside
of the tarn
The nearest approach some fellows
make to getting a job la to go around
It is sold by medicine dealers every whe-- e, and any dealer who hasn't it can
whisky and beer.
with a snow shovel in summer and a
gat it. Don't take a substitute of on known composition for this medicine or
Annie Tubman's Jaw was swollen lawn mower in winter.
I7i.nat7-7.r;-sbnown composition. No counterfeit is as good as the genuine and the druggist
enormously. Lieut. Flathers asked her
who says something else is "just as good as Dr. Pierce's" is either mistaken
what was the matter.
or is trying to deceive yon for hit own setnah benefit. Such a man is not to be
RED CROSS BALI, BIXE
If Afflicted with ' Thompson's
EytWittf
ore eye, u i
"Gum boll," was her laconic reply.
Should be in every home. Ask your grocer
trusted. Ha is trifling with your most priceless possessionroar health
5
only
cents.
package
2
may be your life itself. Set mat jew ft what ytm ati sr.
"Ahem," said the lieutenant. Then tor it. Large os.
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.
he began to massage Annie's face.
Home is tbe place a married man
Out came a dime.
Only
party
la
a disinterested third
they are cleaning house at
"Any more?" he asked, and Annie ataya while
able to realize that there are two aides
club.
his
shook her head.
to a question.
The lieutenant gave the face a
health exercise known!
Greatest
Wrigley'a Spearmint soothes better
pinch. Out came two quarters,
Wrigley'a Spearmint.
Chew
a cigar coats less than a cigar.
than
marked money. Another massage, and
Annie disgorged five nickels.
men do not drop out of the
can
Great
The man who has been down
More pinching, more money, until appreciate being up In the world.
aky in evening dreaa.
2
were In the lieutenant's
about
bands. Telling about It in court Assistant Corporation Counsel Pugh had
the nerve to aay to Judge Aukum
that the woman was forced to cough
up!
Annie and George Tubman were dismissed, and Charlea Norman waa held
for further examination.
UH 4 thoae ugly, rrrtilly, gray h aira, tí " LA CREOLE" HAIR RESTORER. PRICE, SI .OO, rtrtalL
man were gathered In, together with
a lot of evidence In the shape of

bottle-wrapp-

er

i

44-1- 90.

FLATHER of the
LIEUT. police
gave away one of the
secrets of the "third degree" when he
told Judge Aukan how he extracted
about two dollars in small change
from the mouth of a colored woman
who pretended that she had a gum
boll.
Policemen Russell, Looper and Harney had made a raid on u house on
O street southwest that was thought
or, in legal
to be a "speak-easy,- "
tama, an unlicensed bar.
The police sent into the house two
or three people with marked coins.
When the raid was made George Tub- .mis Tubman and Charlea Nor

I
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PRINT
Announcements Letter Heads

RAVt.bTTt HATS.wari anted

water-p-

r

jo

.

il

Saturday

PRICE

HALiF

le

SPECIAL SALE
at this sale for $1.50

.

L

ERBY HATS;

Etc.

Etc.

Etc.

Fact

Jhing J

We are able to please
the Most Exacting
People anywhere.

suits at

c. 4th. on a let of m

Statements

Every- -

ONE tDAY ONLY,
m

inch sack
or reasttBfJ notices, 0a
Local
Lfnt a wurd aack issul- - Nu charge
If locals are
niailf In tht line.
wantftd in tilack face type. ! u hi
Knfiirr-i'ouipricf will hd charged,
s;t mci as words.
Minimum charge on local reader
Minimum ciuirge on din
cfiit
plav advertUlDg, 81 oo
Card id ilianUs, resolutions of
oh: t uanes and noticns u
Church en and societies where an ad
is charged to the aff.tn
Btlwlon
advertised, one cent a word
These price are the .ame as
hv all other count sea' pa
pi" i It, I Ii r r r IdPv

Heads

Bill

In

SP BCIALSAUB

containing
tad pnc
ptr single totamn

Ails
bkmfcc

Note Heads

Circulars
Cards
Envelopes
Shipping Tags

hirts; Fiorsheim Shjos for men.
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SUITS need no introdiit on to the well dressed
more stylish or better mi de clothes.
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THIS STORE was estabi hed over ten years ago
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H. LA SALLE. Publisher
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$2.00 2.50 & 3.50 Hats; your choice

ONLY,

EDITORIAL.

tried here in the

cas

A
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Unifi-

AGENT FOB

ed States Court this week, lia
bruii gl

i

r

intodiscuuion a decisii in

which is worth more than paining
nori.-in the southwest. In fact
it Would Biem tobe worth reviewing since so much of the public
domiin atili lies open to homestead an desert entry in Otero
County,
The case in question was under an indhtment alleging perjury in connection with final
commutation proof of homestead
entry. The deds
referred to

HEiD CAPS

e

A.

VBALMEP
XI 1TNKRAI.

DIKBC IOK
Nii de
N FL'.NEKAL

J. BUCK

OrFKF. I'll'
NO.

PHi INK

UNDER TAKER

SUeCLIES

r

4

KESIlu si

1

NO.

THE MOST NOBBY CAPIN AMERICA.

1

You look fine in a
HEIDCAP.

list

assortment WOMENS
and CHILD KENS shoes in Otero County. X)CXXXXXXXX0XXXXXXCXXX

Lar&esUu

Everybody does. It's a fine
made by Judge Robert E.
cap. It has style and "kick."
Lewis, of the United States CirThere never has been a cap
cuit Court of Appeals, at Denvlike it. Made of fine English
er. This section of country lies
cap cloths.
with in the jurisdiction of that
court, and therefore the decision
will etfect subsequent decisions enabling any uf its reader to
evade the law. Far be it. The
in our courts.
News ie for law and order, and
Grace Methodist Ep scopal Churcn
Judge Lewis held that an
peace
and dignity .'J65 days in
John H. Murray Pastor.
may not be convicted of
Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7:DO
perjury by reason of any false every year, with an extra day
p. in.
statement which he might make added for good measure about
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
in
years.
four
once
in his affidavit of final, or final
All Btrangers will find a wel
come at all oi these services.
commutation proof, because his The decision is given because
Young Mens Institute Friday
own affidavit is not required by it is interesting, and because it
evenings, at the Club Rooms.
law. The law requires only that ie important to the people who
the entrymau prove his continu- are every week filing claims to
ous residence upon the land, etc., homestead or desert entries.
Preabyteriau Church.
by two credible witnesses. It is
Sunday school lu a. m.
Over three hundred people
Preaching at II a. m. and 7 :8U
merely a department regulation
M.
heard
Hal
deliver
Perkens
e had mod
mat
.rvim
which require the entrymau to
Sunday. You armvit..,!
temperance
famous
his
...
tn
lecture
w
make an affidavit.
come again and bring your
Sunday everingat the Chris
'ast
This decision is based npon the
tian Church. It was worldstem-perancprinciple of law that it is possiDay and all the church
Baptist Church.
ble to convict of perjury only
of A lamugordo united in this un.
...
Keirular
sorvii-owhen the witness is required or
i
o
'
aiiu
ion Service.
m. Sunday at the First
(:15p.
compelled, by law, to testify to
fAIEOA1B
wwvvtvw
llllll M.
Christ Bkkork Pilatr will be
material facts Since the
's
Four Button Blunt Camtrflaak,
The pastor will preach at both
Wclttd
Pockets, Fancy Cuff,
subject
the
Sunday
next
morning
affidavit is not a require
Jtovdty Ipcl and Collar
services.
ment of law, he may not be con- at the Prebytenan Church.
Sunday School s:4,", a. H)i
uiir
The subject at 7:iM) P. M. will
Prayer service every Wednet
victed of perjury, no matter how
frieii'l- - luí
have
now
7 :16 p. m.
day
:t
"Jonah."
false his statement may be.
on
a id exclusiva
new
The
public is cordially invited
mir
It seems odd that the entry-mato attend all the services.
who might be called the
Strangers are specially invited.
Sty es for Fail and
principal in the case, may giv
fa'se testimony, yet Dot be liable
wear. TI,lis 'I'll1 "'n - hi tnanv
W. E. Church, South.
while the two supporting wit-- .
new
and
desirable fa trien :. color.Preaching every Sunday Morn-in- r
,
ne.sses who testify in his behalf,
and pattern- - iuot
Ijngs
and Evening at the usual
are liable.
hours.
On this ground some of the at
Sundav school 9 :4f a in.
FOR THE TREATMENT OE
We can take your ir.-- i
far lir.me
torneys go so far as to say that it
Senior and Junior leagues,
I aovntraall
Sunday Aftennoon at 3:00 and
v . . . owJ mi..j taui
JllgCUl
would be possible for an entry -Pnlmnn
díate (ir ruturj Delivery
400.
Tuberculosis,
man to establish title or secure
Prayer Service every WednesBe sure to see our linn before
patent to the entry without him Primary and Suitable Cases
day
evening.
purchasing your tailoring a ants
self making an affidavit, (that Individual Cottages.
Yon an invited to attend any
elsewhere.
or all of these services.
affidavit being merely a depart First-clas- s
Cuisine.
The values are mi approachable
Ko. H. Givan, Pastor.
ment reguirement, and not law,) Trained Nurses.
and perfect lit ami suiisfaction is
provided the entryman had suf
flcient means to carry the contest H. H. CATE, M. D. assured.
Christian Church
Sunday school 10 a. m.
to the United States Supreme
HOLMES CLEANING WORKS
Preaching 11 a. in. and 7 JO
60 YEARS'
Court.
was

G. J. WOLFINGER.

Electric Iron,

Churcr) Notices

m

3
8

Hot Point Pacific

xm

MOST

THE

e

EFFICIENT

IRON

ON THE MARKET.

at the handle, yet hottest upon th face, with

the greatest amount of heat directlv in the point.
The patented stand attached to the heel of'
the iron is moat
convenient as it is always at hand and cannot I lost or hidden in the folds of the work.

1 1

I

ejitr-man-

w

This labor-savinnecessity mav lie used by connecting ti
any electric light socket. Let us deliver an iron
to tou on
The iron will eost you nothing during the
g

;

ftp-pros-

.1

.

mi it

n,

I

Alamo

V

::m

j.

HENRY

ANDERSON,

President

This decision holds good in
every particular, except tin
alienation clause. That is to say.
the entryman is required by law
to testify that he has not sold,
not contracted to sell, any part
of the land. A false answer in
the alienation clause would lay
the entryman liable to convict
tion under an indictment for

perjury.
The News does not outline
this decision for the purpose of

BHeaW

EXPERIENCE

Cor-

Trade Marks
Designs

Anffine'i-ling i.kMr;, nni dCTIpMon roar
oulcklf ui'friniii nnr oiilnioii rra wdi'iliiir an
invention I. prnhalilf i tmitahla. l ommunlra,

ll'itiaatrldlTiiilitviitlul. HANDBOOK on I'm .uta
rnioiii. lakpn tlirouah Munn
Co. Nc
crwi nude, without chana, Intba

f

Scientific American.
iiina.ra.wn wtw.tr.
'V"
if anr ai latillUc

,L

Journal.

Mraaat dr.
Tfrtin. IJ a

'" ".wloalara.

-

Pennsylvnni i Ave.

A

Everybody welcome every
9th i. time.
Stacy S. Phillips, Pastor.

Hotel Zciger
EL PASO, TEXAS.

(Eropean plan)
Rooms 75c $1 and $1.50

Conducted in accordance with
the sanitary laws of the State of
Texas. The best equipped restaurant in the Son lh weal,. HH
quarters; for stockmen and mining men. CHAS.ZKIGER.Prop.

Jerzykowskl
Merchant Tailor
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CONDENSED STATEMENT

Quinliven Block.
Custon TsllorlnK In atMt atrlpa.
PstUrns alwara In stock.
Krnneh Dry CIpsoIoi; and Rupalr-loaeeorrllDK to latost methodi.
(!oodt rusrsnieed not to hrlok.
Ladles' Good a speelall
.
. .
CUM fsrasS StSrtrM - - TIm Iff.

I.

Of Alamosordo, N. M.

II

I.

X

The First National Bank

p. m.

1. C. ELMS, Prop.

o

S

C. I. NEVER,
Vice Pi

Established

w

B

T-S-

ooxxxccxcx

Cottage

Sanatorium

om;a
urn
9 LkA..
ritrt: iriai.

M- -

J.

M.

RHOMBERG.
WYATT,

BYRON SHERRY. HENRY 8. EVANS.

Dried fr its of nil kinds of tl e
finest quality m Hughes grocery.
Give tlieiu a trial.

OCAbTEMS
8. Schoiield
in town on

f Coudrio.t,
budines.

Wh t you wan.
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Recetved
Highest Award)

CHRISTMAS

Chicago

e

Id

-

.

Our Toys will he in and np n
up in a lew days. Oliver's

Couch covers and Portieres
Orogrande is
0, K Hartley
their worth at Oliver's.
half
in town, and made the office a

at

u

Report from El I'aso has been
received
to the effect that Dr.
A. change of ad for Mr.
W.
Miller has passed the
finser this week. Do not fail to Otis
mark
langer
and is now slowly
read it.
improving. Dr.
steadily
out
The Sorority girN, from the, Miller attended Mr Gleason dureast, will spend the winter with ing his last illness, ami one of his
Mr. ami lira, aleury . Evans
eye I became infected, probably
e
Mattress, the with erysipelas. A great many
The
"Keltmore,"' you will find it at people here will be pleased to
learu of Dr. Miller's improve
Oliver's.
Wol-- ;

COME IN AND LET
THE LOW PRICES
i

SURPRISE YOU

ment.
Pfafferels who has been
here for the past five or six
Our New Rugs and Art Squarmonths left for Lincoln, N. M. es for Christmas will be inabout
the First of December. What
Mi-- s
Helen .1 nes of )curo and
we have in stock will go at a Bar
h r cousin Mis Hntcbins of Chicgain. At Oliver's.
ago spent Tuesday here shopping
The Holiday Opening at the
Mrs. Maude Brooks has return Kvan Jewelry Store took place
el o El Paso a! er a pleasant last Tuesday, November 80th,
visit with Mrs. Win. Davis.
and we judge from the crowd
Miss 0. B. Darlington, of Colo- which thronged the store all
rado Springs has arrived in Ala- afternoon that nearly all of the
mogordo und will spend the wint- people of Alamo took advan ige
of the opening day to examine
er.
the beautiful display of holibay
a and make early selections of
Miss Mary Wrthington,
charming young lady of Picon, Xmas gifts. Those attending the
New Mexico, is visiting Albert openidg were presented with
Andregg and family.
Mr. Evans' beautiful 1910 calen
3, Quinlivan and Mr" Carls der.
The News is free in saying that
business trip Duran, N.
made
sevbegone
there is dertainly is no need of
M. lest Monday, to
sending away for Xnas presents
eral days.
when we have an up to date store
Lace Curtains all colors 20 per of the Evans type in town.
cut otl" as a reduction till
Christmas. We have over forty
If its something to eat. Get
different patterns. At Oliver's. it at Hughes Grocery.
.

y-

-

HENRY S. EVANS.
EVERYTHING IN JEWELRY

"Up-to-dat-

F.

World's Fair

STuRE

-

i

f

business

ex--

pected to arrive in Alonmgurd i j
day. Mr. Wharton will con
duct l lie defeio-- in three of the
murder cases now on the terri- iioiiai docket Mr. Wharton was
gUttrnHM
f
.i.- tú .'ii
LI
to
Alamogordo. hut removed
l'ao some months ago.

ay

lion yon want

it at Hughes (irM'Ty.
Mis Maude Oarpmer went
E. PfttO

Attorney J. E. Wlurton is

i

T

.Reputation For Reliability.
The most valuable ass- -t in any Drug Store.
In soliciting your prescription business we refer you to the
They know. It's
Medical Profession as to our reliability.
their duty to know. And it's to your interest to know.

Let us

fill

Fruit vale.

your prescriptions.

Warren Bros., Druggists.

On Th

I

well

Grain, Mill feed, Hour, Meal,
Garden aQd Field Seed
Our Prices will interest you trjese hard
times. Goods first class. Satisfaction
we guarantee.

Stepp& MurrelLoei?
ud Michigan Avri.

Between New York

II paid is

still at work on
his immense dam, but will tell
all details next week.
Mrs. Oscar W.Carroll will visit
with Mrs. 0. J. Brown, during
Mr. Brown's absence.
Mr. Loraine has complete'!
fencing his homestead, also has
cleared about 10 acres of land.
John A. Gore and James Feni- more spent the first of last Week
hunting Turkeys in the

Feed
Store
The Cash
now
stocked with

i

NOTES.

Mrs. M. Phillips is sick at the
Mrs. L. L. l'.s, who ha been
time of this writing.
sick, is some better.

Cortir

J. L.

is

ULUUiXJHOFT

Mr. Mendelson has opened
new store in the old Da nial
se.

hie.
hou-

Mrs. W. E. Mathews has been
visiting her parents in Pierce
cannon-

-

John Smith has returned from
Mesilla Park and will spend tha
winter at home.
Messrs J. I. Bailey and W. S,
Carter made business trips to
Alamogordo last week.

Our school colors came in last
William Watson tells us that Thursday and were all sold bo
his father had a pleasant trip to
fore Saturday night.
Roswell and has begun his busi

Mrs- J. H. Lucas has been vis
D. C. Jones, one of Highrolls ness
The regular monthly meeting
there.
i ting her son and
daughter Mr.
promoters,
who
a
on
has
been
will
the Business Mens Club
KnainAeo trin fit lata aA luMvin in
C. S. Brown made a business Jesse Lucas and Mrs. Charlea
Texas for the past six or eight trip to Cloudcroft Monday morn- Boren.
2
.
uecemoer,
w.
day
e
ing, where he will stay an
turned home Monday.
The lamps for the church to be
Linoleum.
Cooks
of
length
We handle
time.
Ihurstoday,
Oooley
Judge
purchased
The attention of readers of
is
with the money from
Editor V. E. Mc Neilllof Nara There is no use for a long talk to
improving
be
to
atreported
News
family
is directed to the
The
the box Supper, have been or
day,
James Fenimore and
Visa is in town this week and you concerning the
to
needs
he
All that
tractive Show Windows in the are living at naysiora" ana dered, and will likely arrive in
made this office a pleasant call, ness. Quality and Material of finely.
abg. J Wolfinger store.
is
recovery
speedy
four of their children will begin time for Christmas.
Mr. McNeill is attending court. this Grand Goods, for you will make a
rest.
and
is
It
Not only are the individual
solute quietude
school the first of the year.
veSeral people including a num
Bart L. Ililburn who has been see its praise sung in every Jour
that he will feel well plays in the windows of this Ask "Bill" Ooe if he knows the ber of the pupils, witnessed the
here for the past two weeks visit- nal and Magazine you read, but enough to resume his place on store attractive and tasty, but name of the new town that is oasket ball game at Mountain
ing his brother T. A. Hilbron and we do wish to say the Cooks pat- - the bench by Monday morning, they are so frequently changed springing up
at Salt Lake. He i'ark last Thursday, Thanksgivfamily, returned to Fort Bliss, ems are the most beautiful and
that something new is always evidently knows if any one does. ing day; and enjoyed the fine
Mrs.
Wil
Born to Judge and
latest on the market today. We
Saturday.
shown in them.
by the
hospiFour Thousand yards liam K. Stalcup Tuesday after- - One looking at these windows
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Gore enter- dinner prepared
secured
Tucum--arof
place.
i
people
that
table
Dr. C. J. K. Moore of
weight
from the last pool car that came noon a
Qt he)p feeljng
the tained the following guests at
New Mexico, is attending to the West and match any color IXJUI1US. DOlli Hiomer anu nn- The prelimanary contest that
goods displayed in them rep dinner Thanksgiving day : Mr.
court, and came into see the of paint or paper you have. You little one are reported to be do
Lilly
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
was
Stuart;
J.
held here last Saturday even
and
resent a high grade and wel
News, Mr. Moore is Editor of the will find one Dozen different pat ing finely. Similar events have
; and the Gore daughters,
family
Nov. 27, was poorly attended
ing,
selected stock of merchandise.
.
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Tucumcari News.
terns on our floor at all times made other men happy but the which accords well with the rep- Madames Lilly; Pruise; Misses n account oí me
mciemenü
o
f
them
inspect
:
happiest
is
(Jail
by all
At
them.
the
enjoyed
Judge
weather,
was
and
and
Nannie
of
Hattie
but
proprietor
Lee Jones, the
utation borne by the well known
vho
who
winners
all.
Oliver's.
came,
showthe
certainly
The Alcazar, is
store of G, J. Wolfinger.
Dame Rumor says that John
represent
Cloudcroft
vill
at
these
ing a fine line of pictures
son J. Richard Jones has depart
We can't understand why each
re- has
Mary
Reefer
Belle
Miss
seriously
Alamogordo,Dec.ll,inthe
being
Count
work
is
Court
some
having
days. And he is
ed for Arkansas to take unto
class strives against the other
turned to her home after a visit delayed by the unfortunate ill himself a bride. Hope he returns contest, are Miss Eva Carter,
good crowds too.
Every one knows that it takes of some ten days with Mrs. ness of Judge CoD'ey. Tu da
Willie Morgan, Bennie McClore
Mrr William J. Davis, of all classes to complete a world. tlenrv S- Evans. Miss Keefer is night Major Llewellyn, district m mediately, for the whole world and Jerman Long.
she young or old.
loves a bride-bPittsburg, Penna., is now in Ala
orne things that you would the baughter of Judge and Mrs. attorney, telegraphed to Judge
ordered a sno-Mr.
Groom
mogordo, and will hereafter ike very much and feel that it George M. Keefer, who spent last Frank W. Parker, at Las Crucer,
morning. It
CHRISTMAS NOVELTIES.
Tuesdaj
for
make tier home with her son, W. was complete essential to your winter and summer in Alamo asking him tocóme to Alamagor- storm
so
is
Fruitvale
snow,
to
but
tried
Brass, burnt wood and pulp,
J. Davis, who is local manager for baDPiness, at the same time your ordo.
The Keefors who are do at once to continue court
u turnery the sun soon came out
Co.
Telegraph
Oil and water color paintings,
the Postal
neighbor wouldn't accept it as a originally from Covington, Ken work. It was found Wednesday if
place, and drove all Ifancy
hiding
his
articles of all kinds,
Vpkin Chin can be bought as iff . In fact when we gev to sum tucky, removed from hereto El that Judge Parker had gone t the winter away.
on Mrs. Davis, 2d door
Call
funny
lit
dilferent
up
the
ining
winter
spend
will
this
and
'aso,
La8 Vegas to conduct court for
cheap as you can luiy American
e
Thompkinsl nortn oi unnsrian unurcn.
TV
mi
i
in our every day ID Albuquerquen
do
we
e
Octavia
Made!
things
tle
ine rweeiers judge Mills Then began a
goods, At Oliver's.
walks in this life and the funny evidently liked in New Mexico. 8erch for a qualified judge
Judge John W.Toinpson, a
little excuses we would offer,
Judge Pode who is in the East,
inenber of this bar who re should we be called upon for an
of Lee Jones, land Judge McFie of Santa Fe
residence
The
cently removed to Kansas City, explanation,
compels one to proprietor of the Alcazar theater I will soon have to open court at
has returned to Alamogordo, to think a few of the ideas we have was partially destroyed by. fire I Estancia. Finally it was arrangconduct several cases in the ter are "jokes."
which was discovered a little led for Judge McFie to g) to La
ritorial court.
It reminds us of the time the ofter one o'clock Tuesday after-- 1 Vegas, and relieve Judge Park
lady married a man with noon. The fire is thought to er from Mills' court. Judge
Over stocked with Iron Beds Boston
leg,
a glass eye, as well as have had its origin from a fire I Parker reached Alamogordo on
a cork
Get our prices, at Oliver's.
wig
and false teeth. The whole which was left in the kitchen. I the limited this afternoon,
a
Percheron Stallion, black with star. Foaled May 14,
from
retiring
is
thing having been explained to Mr. and Mrs. Jones and the I Thusrday, and will open court
J. N. BuShey
1906; bred and owned by A. J. Dodson, Normal,9Bi
active business and very much her next door neighbor, Mrs children were all absent from the tomorrow.
111.
wiahna to close up all accounts Smith, she remarked, "Well, my residence when the tire was dis
This splendid horse is now the propwoman
who
are indent dear, you know that
Millet IU Wt NWKH Uf UltHU
due him. Those
covered. The members of the
erty of the
COulTf.
cd to him are respectfully asked always did have a hankering volunteer fire department, as
after remnants."
to call and make a settement
usual, responded with creditable I If you want to keep up the
ASSOCIATION
BREED1N3
PERCHERON
ALAMOGORDO
J. N. BuShey
Well now, there's the point promptness and soon had the good work started, our exhibit
we have been trying to arrive at flames under control. Nearly all I in the Chamber of Commerce at
Mr. T. O. Whatley, a promin We
and will make the season at the barns of the
are closing out all of our
furnishings I El Paso needs replenishing every
ent stock man of Baird, Texas remnants at marked down prices, of the furniture and
Company. Terms:
Alamogordo Improvement
of the house were saved. The once and a while and anything
has moved his family to Alarao- - and we have lots of them.
At
I
may
of
good
floors
the
is
some
and
you
have that extra
side walls
$20 to insure ; $10 cash and $10 in 6 months.
cordo, and will make it his per
39
Odd Beds from 11.26 were saved, and the dwelling host send to the Business Men's
Olivers.
Alamogordo
homemanent
up. Springs 60 cents and up.
will probably be remodeled. The loiub at Alamogordo and it will
welcomes the new arri vis, and i
18os to the pouud at Hughes building and the furniture were I be sent to El Paso without ex
is hoped that thev will find thei
'pense to you
both protected by insurance.
Grocery.
new home a pleasant one.
-

Mrs. J. A.Taturu of Cloudcroft
Over Nine different patterns of of
wh has been visiting Lee Jones Linoleum at Oliver's, from 40 to
ceíTGTpéf Yd
and family and Mrs; Raptor,
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Girl
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m i
I. statemetil thoogii it Ix1. there an mimic men
manv
women who apparently never are happy malees thev
unl
are making tltemsi lv . an1 what i inucli
taMa who
them, more or less miserable. When
an ii' an i .ui'l dearest
one has i t iiili in v tin- - win it i more apt to manifest itself
m lore affairs than in any other condition pertaining to the
cnihiit of life. We nil know
pie who cannot be content ti take anvihini: "ii trut. who. n
speak, alwnv
uiul totem are digging up the plants in their garden to see
if tiny ore striking rent; who totiuually ;;re weighing atol
measuring their treasures tu assure themselves that they have suffered no
ilÚSltaatioa Jarid who. tven time ihet meet Jill, inquire of her if she
krvtl them a well is he did yesterla ; . I ills who cry themselves sick
bees
.link, who pcrhnps has troiil'les of his own, t run hie wholly unconnected with his affection for her. seems less ahsorhed in her, or
to her chatter than his wont.
There are tome engaged girls who always worry, testing the spirit
thermometer of love with nervous tinkers. BfMI time thev go out for a
walk with their fiance-- , their friend ft and family expect them to return
with mi faces, if ii"t actually in tears, fearing lest a change has conic
over the spirit of love's dream.
This is all WTOflg. People who have nut faith in each other, who
do not heliexe in each other's aamraaeai of affection without reqniring
fresh asMavits thereto morning, noon ami night, have no hvahMM to he
engaged. Of course it if pleasant fof the woman who is over head and
ears in love when such affidavits are ipowtaneoualy furni-he- .l
ay her lover,
hut on her side a little coyness is both attractive and hecoming.
It is not a wise tliinu' for a woman to attempt to monopolist her
lover.
No man likes it. however much it max testify to hi sweetheart'-devotio- n,
it - well to give bin plentj of rop
with a
nun drive
loose rem only be rare to bring him up with a short pull, now and then,
just for the sake of letting him know how linnlv he M
held.
To be faithful unto death, throagh weal and
through wee, to oae'a vows of love and faithfulness isa
superbly magnificent achievement. It. however, is an
achievement which, unfortunately, the majority of
sweethearts for themselves make impossible. Nor is
this of willful talent : the failure rather - due to their
thoughtless rashness in entering into contracts which
humanly it
impossible to carry out according to the
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letter.

As one of those "college boys" who has
spent a umiiier vacation working in the
harvest tields I wish to second what was
asid with regard to harvest hands and bar
vesting. It la no joke that men who are
not used to strenuous farm work are eadh
Up against it when they tackle the harvest
As far cast as Huston I read
proposition.
the newspaper cry
"College men! College men ! Why not
spend your vacation experiencing life and
Br C. ARTHUR BECK
earning money on the peat wheat farms
of the west 'r"
A few year- - ago a squad of Cornell.
Yale and Princeton athletes followed this w
isn.
Thev nui.l
,
I
their own transportation and then tackled low and hurdled high, hut the
harvest heat and harvest work W re too much for even Milage athletes.
In about two weeks they beat it hack home.
--

College
Man in
the Fields
Works
Hard

How was I able to stand it? Well, 1 was not a college athlete, hut I
had trained in summer- - before Bfl a hod carrier and had shoveled coal and
had done a few other easy -- unit-.
Even BO, the heat ami outrageous, pace

let these first two week- - in the fieldi nearly killed me off.
But for the fact that
had come some distance and had paid no little
transportation and wai working m way through college and had to make
good my move I never would have finished that rammer harvesting.
Hod
earning or coal shoveling any old day for me!
I'll never forget that lirst week of shocking wheat, when every 18
minutes I would lie on the ground to rest and catch a whiff, of cool air
from the shady side of a shock. And. O. those long hours and the food
at some places ami the menagerie hunk- - Mt others and the wheat bet
is
scratching my whole body all day long and the dust and chair that was
enough to blind and choke me'
1

No. the wheat fields, if yon expect to dig in and do the real harvesthours a day. ii no place for a college man or any other
er? work of
man who has net been broken to harness all the year round.
1

Of all the trad,- diseases of the country
thosa men having m do with the dry grind-in- g
of metals suir.T most from (he coaas
qnent dust, both from the abrasive mat.
nal
and from the metal particles taken
into
the nasal passages.
"Grinders' r..f and -- grinders' asthma"
antradesmen's descriptive terms for
a
form of consumption that eoostantly
brings
enormous misery 'to the workers in
the
grinding and polishing departments of the
cutlery and tool manufacturing business
of the country.
The death rate in
the.
trade, - Startlingly high, year after vear.
of the laws to provide immunity from the
dush
-

Metal

Trades
Grinders
Pay Big
Toll
Br H0LL1S W. FIELD

-

i.-

in spite of the oeration
occupations.
Last year the total value of all the abrasive materials used
in the
manufacturing business of the I'nited States WSJ lived by the gsjotosJeal
survey at $;'.i:(..ril?, which showed a decline of fO0,OOO over
IBM
These materials, of one kind or another, were produced in
states of the
ii
I'nion and constitute a formidable list, considering results of their
use
These natural abrasives include oilstones, sevtbestones, grindstones,
pulpstones, oubrstoncs and millstones, pumice, infusorial earth and
tripoli
iiartz and feldspars, garnet, corundum and omerv.
Manufactured ahrasms are alunduin smd carborundum, which
aro
manufactured only at Niagara Pall, and a crushed steel product which
is
made to serve certain cutting aecessitiis.
--

Much Corn Raíste
Timet
Tnis Vsar as In ttS6 OroUr
Than Oumptr Crop of 06.

Excels All Other Crops in Yield.
Production and Vato.

w shall raise .t.POO.OOVSO
hard
of rorn. It I
realize what that mean, nays a writer
It la a harvest
in incesta Maaailne
gr ,ii r even than the bumper crop of
::.ihmi ooo.ono huahels "HI
I Sos
Th
be wcrtli to the fanner over a billion
anil a half of dollars, or over three
Hints as much as the corn wai north
in IMS,
list year the value of all
" products in the tnlted States
elBSBBt eluht billions of dollars;
Una
ar it will be oyer eight billions
,n,lrr rltb
T'"s
m,,r' ,,,an
X ni. rica In lnr.n In lf:.0 the farma
of the tnlted States were worth less
they are
than four billions,
werth twenty eight billions Every
day the farms of the country are
Worth 13. 100.000 more than they were
worth the day before.
It is a good thing for the people at
largi that the farmers are getting
their share of Hps general increase in
wealth The $K,u0O.ü00.0O0 that they
p t each year amounts to only $700
apises when distributed over all the
farmers and farm laborers in the
Hut the per capita amount
icuntry
Is trowing ami Is hound to grow still
This year

ttt tiifhlii

of Parala and

Belongs to the Pea Family Introduced Into South America
by Spaniards.

1

--

Qutlea of Military Attache.
The atlas of a milita, r attach sr.
to make himself thoroughly acquaint-ewith every changa that take puc,
la asllltary affaire and report from
Usas to time on
th
moblllaatim,
armament
and equipment ot ta
power to which be la accredited.

Thrt

Comti from th Rtalon

OLDFIELD

mm

iRv

ihy

kuhh Ketasa, Irrla
nlst
Klias Nelson. Irrlgattonlst.)

As a tornee alfalfa excels all crops
in yield, cost of production and feed
Of all crops. It la our chief
Iiik value
one
Not only that, but It la the ba
sis of agriculture, for by no other
in ans than the culture of alfalfa ran
heaply make our soil highly
prod net i e.
Alfalfa,
or
lucerne,
botanically
known as Medicago sntlva. la a native
ot Asia, coming from the region of
Persia. It belongs tu the pea family which also embraces the clovers,
field leas. etches, soy beans, cow
pana, and csparrette.
As forage all
taaaa leguminous plants are harac
tertsad by their high protein content.
They differ from other field crops in
that they are able to utilise atmospheric nitrogen.
Alfalfa was Introduced by the Spaniards into Mexico. laore.
During the next 20 years we are
Chile and Vera, and it is chiefly from going
to see a great revolution in
these countries that it found its way farming. Agriculture is
to be more Ininto the western I'nited States, where telligent
new plants
intense,
and
ciore
it is generally known by the Spanish
are to be introduced, a better use is to
name alfalfa.
kt made of the liind. and an acre will
The cultivation of alfalfa for several produce twice as much as it now prohundred years In arid America has duces. The benefit of this new pro- produced a somewhat distinct type ,i,.t(iri should not be monopolized by
known as the "American" or "West railroads, elevator companies and har
ern" alfalfa. This
succeeds in Vaster trusts. It should go to the farthe middle Rocky mountain region mers and to the people, and It should
from Texas to lent! Hakota eastward show itself in better food, clothing
to the Mississippi river and beyond and housing and in more wide spread
It is education for the great mass of us.
nnd in the Pactflc northwest.
the alfalfa with which we are familiar. Besides this type four others are MODERN FARMS IN THE
WEST
The
found in the i'nited States.
Turkestan type outyields it at higher
altitudes and in the more severe cli- Immense Ranches Being Cut Up Into
Tracts of 160 and 280 Acres
mates to the northward. The taller
Production It Doubled.
but less hardy types, the Arabian and
the Peruvian, are better adapted to

In th Way.
From one mans point of view
ther man my h all right lo hie
way. provided he Sta t in th way ot
th first man Puck.
Not Finished
"Americans are au unfinished," t.u
been the complaint of European. M
are and glad of tt. Yankees are Stoat-linthe world with their acbieveu,.
and will, we believe, stick to th
habit.

'

tftf

the southwest. Another type, the tier
man. has outyielded the "American"
in some of the eastern atatM
Not only does the farmer desire to
fSt seed of good vitality: but he also
T,.cT
JUiinlu if !r.'.
' .....Iol the we.d seeds may be separated
by proper clsaatas.
In most of the arid states, alfalfa
grown
Is chiefly
with irrigation
While drought resisting and adapted
to arid conditions it responds to irrigation as no other forage crop does.
Vast areas of sage brush lands are
brought under cultivation and a large
percentage of these lands will and
ought to be devoted to the culture ot
alfalfa
The purpose of leveling and grad- ing is to so fashion the land that wa- ter may be evenly distributed over It.
Often, however, some extra leveling is
to do away with ditches that
would otherwise be required and that
would cut up the land in irregular
shapes.
It is a great mistake not to level the
land well in the first instance so that
crops can be readily irrigated, for if
it is done properly at the outset it
done for all time. On the other
hand it is also a mistake to grade ex- cessively when there is no real neces- -

The

intensive

farming."

which is to his country brother what
system" is to the city num. has
already taken firm root, and the vast
rant nes of the west are being broken
up into 10 and
tracts, and
280-ac- re

their

production

Wuhliwtna

doubled, says

m The farmer
by putting his energy

the
has

found that
into
a more compact area his financial results can be the same as when his
kingdom extended over half a township.
By doing a little figuring he
has found that by turning his wheat
fields to corn, barley and clover, and

this again into butter, beef and mutton, he is getting a larger and more
certain return for his outlay. This iis
partly the reason why the leadership
In wheat production has gone from the
state of Minnesota, but thereby she
has gained in dairy products, so that
she leads the world. Many
mers in that state raise no wheat,
White many more plant only a small
percentage of the acreage that was
their custom ten years ago.
While it is hardly possible for a
Inan
D0 means, unless he has the
capital of experience, to enter into
farming, yet, for the man with a few-i"""dred dollars at his command there
is no opening so easy of access that
affrds the opportunity for a sure and
protitable return. The west y
of- Bity.
opportunities for the man of
lers,m,,rt'
The best time to level is in summer
or in fall, as the soil is drver then and OUJU"
" 'ver did in the
hence not so heavy to move, and there golden days of '49.
is no trouble about puddling the soil.
PINCHOT ON CONSERVATION.
In the spring when the soil is moist
or wet. leveling cannot be done so adWhile Passing Through Chicago Disvantageously.
cusses Subject and Tells of
The location of the ditches Is deTaft'S Plans.
termined by the lay of the land and
the system of applying water to be
Oifford Pinchot, chief forester of th?
In general we may say
installed.
that it is desirable to run the ditches I'nited States, passed through Chl- at right angles to the line femes c&llQ the r"hpr ua' on hl way to
whenever the lay of the land will per- Washington. Discussing the work of
mit it. Such ditches of course will the national conservation commission,
not have a uniform grade. When he said:
President Taft will urge upon conditches are located In that way the
fields are rectangular and bent e all grí ss the necessity of making an apwork.
larm Operations can be more easily propriation for conservation
0 " oongrass responds to the presl- performed. Often it mav be w
to
s rf'1uei" 'he money will be ex- maka fills so as to make d.i. has
straight rather than following curved l,,nrled for tne benefit of forests,
waterways together with water power
linea.
mineral deposits,
On many farms the
landf
av of the s;'.
'
amnK the people
J"0"1,
is
land
such that the ditches can
v
'
The
not be run at right angles to the line 11 "Tn
now. ,U ,odevoe our
tences but must conform in a meas- ,0,8"PC,"ic Problems. Control
to the contours, making irregular
of th?
"ower resources of the
fields i.n.vM.KU
country is probably the greatest single
mwawn mane me alienes on a task confronting
the people of the
grade of from .80 to .15 part of foot
I'nited States.
par 100 feet.
"There mav and nrnhnhlv win i,
As a general thing we should figure tempts at reaction. Rut
I do not fear
to irrigate with the general slope of them, because I believe public
sentl-th- e
land as by so doing water can be ment Is too strong to
allow any such
more evenly and expeditiously dls-- efforts toward removing
d
the
over
the land. As re- - guards from public resources to
the location of the ditches and vail.
No private corporation In the
the details of the system of applying future ought ever to be able to
secure
water each farm is a problem in itself a grant of public resources In perpe- here the whole farm has one gen- tuity. Grants already existing
eral slope. It Is a simple matter to de- - be limited wherever possible" should
termine where the ditches should go.
utten, however, there are various
Seeding Alfalfa.
slopes, and the system of ditches must
Hood preparation of the land for
be constructed to suit.
planting is Important. The soil should
be quite firm and Bhould have a mniei.
Border Irrigation.
of loose soil an inch and a half or
In some places In southern Idaho two inches deep over the surface. Fail
the leveling of land for border Irriga- - plowing will Insure sufficient packing
tion has been carried too far. Land of the soli and In the spring the aur-thcould have been Irrigated nicely fare can be worked up Into a good
by the furrrow method has often been seed befl. This early cultivation should
prepared at great expense for border begin as soon In spring aa the ground
irrigation. A great deal of grading Is can be worked and be continued to
often done in order that the water conserve moisture until danger of
may be run In a certain direction. heavy freezing la over, when seeding
This often necessitates a drop from may be done. There ahould be suffone strip to the next and there Is icient moisture In the soil to bring up
some difficulty In keeping the levees alfalfa nnd keep It growing until It la
Intact.
elgbt to ten Inclea high.
s
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Uneasy Lisa th Head, Etc.
"When you fee-la banki-nfofe
great authority, son." said t
Fben. 'do a little preliminary pract
Id' aa a baseball umpire an
whether you really enjoys It."

&P&

No Jew.sh Lullabies
It Is remarkable that aMWlthstai
Ing the love and devotion of a
aeema to be do Its
a real Jewish lullaby. Tboee ka a
are of a recent origin.

I

thr

My sen. my son. now wl.it hav.that your optics ar- - blacalsh-brwn- "
appear 1"
Anil why .loth peat? MM

as put on paa apsiat asesar
-- r I" OS
fall.-.1 trolley COI
in ii falling lift?
eaMBaMSj
it
And win ar your hMth all
HMS alvina your jaw a PBSfl

Hast

In a c i'i t! it
My sen. my son. .ti.lst LI.
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His Musical Nam.
v
correspondent reports th
Ing of a decldely curious name ia
,
One of the records of York d r :
rtign of K Ilia In th -- Marniad'i-.
ionett. It sounds like a chara ' r g
a latter day burlesque
N'jtts
a :
Queries.
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Strange Foible.
Some men make a vaniiy of
Ing thv.r Mast; they are the straagi
men

the worl.l; they
they
It Is a to!
My son. mv on. illdst think to havf fun have lost
their
abundance
si :.
lv dodging an automobile?
Your head has hsea wl.a' knl and four tuges by It, but If wou nawM i ri
MM ar rrarked, your cheek is I - them the world they canno! 1:
k'tnnlnic to peel
which abhors Insincerity
and r
DM SyauaHa hurst at It mlKh'l.s' worst
,
straint: with many other In iff
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but maybe I'll need a glass
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They're trainiiie iis now. and eheavtaa aa
how to arappls
and ta.kle ami
maim.
Our eaaeh Is as SSM as an innei ont .Mid
Just wait till we Kit In u gume."'

Sarcasm Probably Wasted
One of the wittiest of Parislani !;
a fri ad's box at the opera, was Ii
tenlng to 'Thais" or rather tr. inz t
do so. for his hostess talk--.:nr
saatly and deadened the Male w tl
ber shrill voice. At the ea-- l of
opera she Invited him to the
!
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night:
"With ple.v
"1 have never heard
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Left Over.
Barbara, aged four, had klwayi
i
allowed to make small cakes
the scraps of dough left from th
mornings' baking, so one nionHai
after being sent to gather SffSS, sh
came running In with a very tiny onn.
and exclaimed. "Oh. mamma, see this
little egg. it must be that's ill 'he
dough the hen had kslt." Delineator.
.

Jimmy Watt and the Tea Kettle.
Long, long ago, dear children, bet
fore we had any
railway
tarvS, or even any railways and people had to get rich tjulck In other
ways than turning the hose on railway stock there was a nice little boy
named James Watt. Hut everybody
called him Jimmy" Watt. And one
evening Jimmy Watt was sitting In
the kitchen waiting for his supper,
which was to consist of some boiled
eggs.
His kind and loving mother
had put the eggs in the tea kettle to
boll. Jimmy sat and watched the
steam puff from the sout of the tea
kettle, and at last he slapped his hand
on his knee and exclaimed:
"I could do it!"
"You could do what, Jimmy?" asked
two-cen-

his mother.
"Given the proper receptacles for
the water and the proper arrangement
of grates and drafts beneath the receptacle, and the necessary apparatus
for confining the steam, can convert
the wasted power of that vapor Into
working units. This
can do
of the energy of heat, using
the expansive force of the vapor as
the medium."
"Jimmy Watt." said his mother,
"you go to bed. I ll teach you to make
fun of your own mother because she
boils eggs In the tea kettle."
And Jimmy Watt, being an obedient
lad, went to bed; but nevertheless the
engine grew from the
tea Jtettle.
However, we do not boll eggs In a
engine.
1

1

triple-expansio- n

triple-expansio- n

A Joy Coming.
What though the leaves begin to fall
Ami bass ereeps in anroas the skii-s- We may tie happy, after all
The time draws near for pumpkin pica.

Made a Hit.

"Yes," says the man with the disturbed whiskers, "Senator Ilorem's
address was a long one. but he spoke
one sentence that evoked more applause than any other I ever heard."
"8ome patriotic sentiment, I presume? ' asks the man with the unfinished hair.
"No. It was when be said:
'And
now. my hearers, I have but one word
to say In conclusion.'"
Gentler.

"Yes, Indeed," says the trainer, "we
have modified football a great deal
this (all."
"Made it gentler, have you?" asks
the interviewer.
"Yea. After Jumping on an opponent, the rule now Is to beg bis pardon."
Information.
"Where can I get a street car?"
asks the stranger of the Individual
with the large scarf pin.
"A street car?" repeats the other.
"Write to the Bllmm Construction Co.
Philadelphia."

Ricksha In an Automobile Role.
While a careless richsha esol S wai
going along the Nanking road on 'V
wrong side this morning a tram cir
collided with It. with the resu'.'
of the rlrhshi was
the occupant
d
thrown out. the riekasha beiru
and one of the tram lamps
Shanghai Mercury.
smashed
iim-affe-

A Good Thing About a Girt.
One good thing about a girl, from a
man's standpoint at least, is that lbs

dosen't come around, as socn a5 ihs
begins to ear lon skirts. aV!r:: her
father questions that he can't answer
without being embarrassed.
The New Kipling
"Actions and Reactions." the r. a
volume of Kipling Just pnbtlsbed by
Doubltday. Page ft Company, covers
perhaps more inclusively thin
other volume of Ills short stoi
varied phases of his genius. "An
Habitation Knforced" Is the s " I
an American business man who, s
down In his thirties. Is ordered abi
for his health, and finds, with his
wife, a place in England for happiness and activity.
"Garm" Is the
atory of a man who ao loved his
that he gave him away as a ho- -'
for his own good behaviour. "The
Mother Hive" Is an allegorical story,
'
published
serially
aa "afattssa
"With the Night Mall" has. to
Kipling's atmosphere of machinery. "A Deal in Cotton" Is an Indian
tale wherein Strickland and Strirl
land, Jr., reappear. "The Puzzler" tells
how tho Colonial dignitary
nothing of bis mission to tho
Mother Country until he gives up trying and accidentally Joina in with a
group of statesmen who ar chasing
an organ grinder's runaway monkey
story of
"The House Surgeon" Is
mystery.
--
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t'aldwell.

Jr.

a wm of the Ktitin kian. purchased a
kodak and a new roil of film to gratify a lona- ambition to take
photograph "all by himself."
A vinetwln'd simmer house la a
feature of faldweli
back lawn, and
therein he gaft.re, hta children, following his purchase, to take their picture. The photograph wa taken on
the first of a roll of II films, lust
purchssd a new from a neighboring
druggist
Furthermore, Caldwell is a
good photographer for sn amateur and
made no mistakes In developing his
films Inter, hut when, in the ghastly
glbre of a shaded lamp in the dark
room, he arrtitinlied the result of bit
morning's work he saw something in
the picture which made him start
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WOULD HAVE
BEEN DEAD
Say. Tmpis Clark,
It

N of

Now

n

Bern For

J

Psf--

Had

Cards! ,

Good Health.

As th result of a
Tenn
from a horse, I suffered Intensa
agony for about 4 years." writes Mrs
I wan
Temple Clark, of this placa

Pops

tail

irregular and had falling feelings and
womanly trouble. At last I was
other
a áf
Indue d to take Cardui, tbe woman'e
tonic, and It helped me a great deal
I certainly believe If it had not been
Black
for Cardui and Thedford'a
I would have been dead. InDraught,
bark In horror.
of having the blessing of health.
Grouped about the little bouse on stead
love
a dollar, but I have never
"I
beside
and
his
were
children
tbe lawn
" but
I
one
think as much of as I do of
aeen
them their old colored "mammy.
staring at him from beneath the white a bottle of Cardui. I could teU a great
skirt of one of his little girls was an deal more and not get tired. I recomunmistakable likeness of his dead and mend It to all my friends, for I am
father.
aure It will cure others as It baa me N
Recently a friend of Caldwell visRemember that Cardui la a vegeited Chicago and brought with him a table extract, composed of valuable
medicinal ingredients, which build up
vitality, tone up the aervea and
ÉbHmí lIBrSaltfe bbbMbIbIB
IHth
strengthen the womanly constitution.
For over SO years, Cardui haa been
in successful use. Its merit is proven
and known. Using It Is no new experiment It baa stood the greatest of
all tests the test of TIME.
i
Al
MITF Vhr Cardal llosa Treataieat
.
( CuSsI
far Waasca. roaalata
B
or
TbcSferd'r
Valve Saet. far th liver, ajd (areas
Aatlaeatle 5el. Tkeaa usas all asar-fe
rrraa. If
takaw aloKlr. by
!
alreS, ar three taajslber, am a
m tai
Illafor woafii
trralmtatASrtaery
Deat., CTittmm
LaStea'
Traa.. tee
Co., Chaltaaoc.-a- .
MrSJrts
S aerial Iutrwetteaa,
a boah.
Th
"Haas TrrstMt tor Wesaoa." Mat ha
word "Sentimental."
aa
wtappot,
piala
msaW.
wonder was, and the pool
light was responsible for Its remaining a wonder, if the father of his
country bad not in his quiet hours
been reading "A Sentimental Jour,
ney." If the gentle Martha had
peeped into the pages and had reproved George because of what she
saw there one can Imagine his ready
i aa
lawaaaaah
answer that the book was written by
a holy priest of her own chosen
church.
The man with the megaphone on
the Washington "rubberneck" wagons tells his audience of passengers He Saw Something in the Picture
as they roll by the Metropolitan club
An aching back is instantly
That Made Him Start with Horror.
house: "This is the club of the nobs."
relieved by an application of
In another minute, as the big sight- print from the original film, with the
Sloan's Liniment
seeing bus passes another clubhouse intention of presenting it to some soThis liniment takes the place
this
ciety for psychic research, but in the
the megaphone man says: "And
.massage and is better than
of
meantime Caldwell had been doing
Is the club of the cranks."
plasters. It penetrates
sticky
own.
Ininvestigation
of
his
as
some
cranks,"
this
club
of
the
"The
rubbing through
without
received
in
a
Costold
letter
The rest is
formation bowler calls it, Is the
the skin and muscular tissue
mos club, and a most interesting or- from Caldwell by his friend In Chiright to the bone, quickens the
ganization it is. Its membership is com- cago, which is substantially as folposed of scientists, some physicians lows:
blood, relieves congestion, and
"Dear Will: You may as well forand clergymen, a few lawyers and
gives permanent as well as
two or three newspaper men. The scientists are get that picture which you have in
temporary relief.
your possession. I guess tbe joke Is
in the great majority.
Here's the Proof.
on me, although I hardly feel like
Mr. Jams C. Lis, of 1100 9th St.,
It costs a pretty penny to Join the Metropolitan Joking over the matter. Since your
"ThlrtV
&E.,Washlncton,I.C.,writs:
years ago I fell f ruin a scaffold and sericlub and to pay the dues and to Uve the Ufe of
true
Chicago
the
facts
for
departure
terrimy
suffered
I
Injured
back.
ously
the organization. The initiation fee at the Cosmos
bly at times ; from the small of my back
in the case, or at least what I have
around my stomach was Just aa If I
all
club is rather small, and the dues are light, but
every reason to believe are the true
bad been beaten with a elub. I used
there are scores of members of tbe Metropolitan
svery plaster I could get with no relief.
facts, have come to light.
would
willingly
club, "the club of the nobs." who
Sloan's Liniment took tbe pain right
I
day
tbe
will
remember
and I can now do as much ladder
"You
oat,
pay twice or thrice the Metropolitan's initiation
work as agf man In too shop, thanks ts
roll of films
fee and the Metropolitan'a dues if the expenditure bought the kodak and the
to me that on
could gain them admlasion to the club where tba It has since occurred
that occasion I stopped in at James
"cranks" foregather.
Husband's office on the way home
Every Monday night is called "social night" at old Jim Husbands, you know and
the Coamoa club. Of course the clubhouse is open that I left tbe room for a moment or
at all times, but on Monday evening the members two,
leaving tbe kodak on the table.
make a special effort to be present and there la I have since learned that several Jualways a large gathering In tbe great, sweeping
venile friends of Jim's entered the
Mr. J. P. Evjurs, of Mt, Airy, fla.,
rooms of the house where once lived Dolly Madi
room during my absence and, in all
says : "After being afflicted for three
son.
wHh rheumatism, I usad Sloan'
years
investigated
the
kodak.
probability,
Liniment, and waa cured sonad and
They don't intrude "shop" upon you In tbe At any rate, when looked at In a cer
wall, and asa (lad to say I haven't been
troubled with rheumatism since. My
Cosmos club. The members are a genial body of tain light, one can see that the picture
lag was badly swollen from my hip to
men and they have many guests from all parts of Is really that of Jim Husband, who
my knee.
a bottle took ta
pain and swelling out."
the world. They find out what tbe guest likes to no doubt, all unwittingly, had his phoSloan's Liniment
talk about- and then some one who knows the sub- tograph taken by one of the young
ject la promptly introduced to him. There are few villains who have given me this scare
has no equal as a
world subjects upon which you cannot get aa by their pranks.
remedy for Rheuexpert opinion In tbe Cosmos club.
"I have not discovered tbe boys, but
matism, Neuralgia
or any pain or
The members, of course, have their bobble am satisfied in my own mind that thin
stiffness in the
and they ride them. In one corner of a room there is the explanation of it all, but. Will, it
strange,
doesn't it? that
will be an astronomical group, and there wUl be does seem
muscles or joints.
Prices, fee . 50c as 1 1.00
another corner with a fish group and another cor- picture la really a better picture of
Is
of
than
it
Jim
father
my
dead
ner with a bird group an another corner with, it
Baasrw a. we hi
though,
satisfied,
am
I
that It
may be, a mushroom group. It lan't all science,
however, la tbe Cosmos club. The members play U merely another case of two exhav s fins posures on one film, and am inclined
Dr. Eirt 8. Steal,
billiards and pool and bridge, and
time of it generally and at no great sxpenao, for to let tbe matter drop. Would sugyou
1
stated,
forget
that
it is one of the hard facta of earth that men de- gest as have
voted to science have little money. Lcvxdng it also. Whatever it Is, I doubt If investigation would pay. What do yon
doesn't bring high pay in tba market

""JHl arw""""","""""""",S3cWBr

of "Ivanhoe." Isaac tha
Jew tells the knight that
he knnwa It la the cuatom
of the Christiana to put on
pilgrims' Karb and to walk
barefooted for miles to
worship dead men's bones.
There Is something of a
sneer In Isaac's tone and
Ivanhoe rebukes him with
a truly heroic, "Blasphem
er, cease!" I don't know how many
thousands of Americans go yearly to
Mount Vernon to pay a visit to the repository of a dead man's bones, but
the number is something; enormous.
If George Washington never had
lived at Mount Vernon, never had visited there, never had died there, and
had been buried In the antipodes there
would be excuse enough for the vlilts
to the place of seventy times seven
the number of the pilgrims who go
yearly do n the Fatomac to stand on
the tow. Ting hill and to look off down
the valley.
It Is with an utter shame that it
s confessed tout after four years'
residence in Washington one man
American born and with some lurking pride of patriotism In his make-

lor.g-burie-

Bill
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Black-DraaaT-

up never until recently went to the
place where rhe father of his country and the exponent of the American
school teacher's ideal of truth lie
buried.
Mount Vernon is the ultimate object of the voyage down the Potomao.
There are other objects every paddle-whestroke of the way, for the hills
on either side are hills of rare beauty
crowned with trees that saw the revolution and that in the fall are wearing the raiment which belongs to the
kings of the forest.
On the boat going down there was
young German gentleman, who had
married an American wife. He waa
much more interested in the beauty
of the Potomac's banks and in the
history of the country beyond the
banks and in the life history of
George Washington than was she.
The German asked his American wife
if George Washington was born at
Mount Vernon. She answered that
he was; which he wasn't, not by
many miles.
Ha asked her many
other questions, to each and every
one of which, but with unerring inaccuracy, she
made answers. This was a traveled American
girl. There is a fairly
belief that
he met and captivated her German husband
doing
Europe
was
In
while she
an automobile or
was rhapsodizing on the Rhine.
Some day, perhaps vedy likely. In fact she
will go back to ber husband's land and will
listen to bis telling of his American trip, and In
the enthusiasm of the nature which he made
manifest on the Potomac he will tell the "his
toric truths" concerning George Washington
which he learned from his American wife.
It may be that some of the Germans who
know something of tbe life of the American general who was tbe friend and fellow soldier of
Steuben will come to think, as some Americana
have come to think before this, that a little
American history might be Included In tbe course
of study of tbe average American girl, and that
not a dollar should be spent on her passage
money to Europe until abe knows without stopping to think whether It was George Washington
or Abraham Lincoln who crossed tbe Delaware,
and who, something later, forced the surrender
This may seem to
of Cornwallla at Vorktown.
be a matter 'that Is beside the mark, but, while
the listener bad none too thorough a knowledge
nf American history, there were some things
aid on tbe boat plying down the Potomac that
schoolIf they bad been said by an eighth-grad- e
boy ought to have brought bim a flogging.
Mount Vernon baa been written about by
pretty nearly everybody who has seen the place.
It hasnt fallen to tbe lot of everybody to see It
In the fall. It Is a noble place, a fitting resting
ground for the first American.
It seldom falls to man's lot to see inch heroic trata. There la a giant oak which stands
sentinel over the first burial place of Waahlng- -
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ms t pl e t
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The fellow who la up
with the lark may have kept he lark
ap all night

t

stopped
think, foi'o it.si .i
which he will probably remember to
th end f hi life
That th "slnau
Inr Incident"
f ntiially tailed off to
a 'omtiiotipln - con. lualnn ha nothing
to do with the main s'.irv
Some two years or more ago S H
well loved
Caldwell of Paducah di-- d.
by th" entire community
His tall,
spare form and lona white heard h id
been familiar srghts In the Kentucky
city and were mlss-- d acrordlngty
h

in

Hp""
proprietor af Wrily
rj. we.i it in preference to ail big
.L
ether brands before h adver'!
Th
in nt

ton. Tbe body was removed from the base of
tbe oak about 75 years ago. It never should have
been removed.
It la said that Washington selected tbe place
where bis body now lies and left instructions
that one day the change of sepulcher shonld be
made. Tbe oak which guarded the first grave
must have been standing for three centuries.
Tbe view from the place la Inspiring enough to
enkindle the eyes of a dead man. The view from
the new tomb la fine In its way. but it is as nothing to the grand sweep of river, hilltops and forests which moves before tbe eye from tbe placa
where Washington slept for 30 years.
Hundreds of visitors go to Mount Vernon
daily. They peer Into the tomb and then
straightway go to the house. There Is an inter-ea- t,
of course, which must attach to any of the
belongings of Washington, but It seems to be a
legitimate matter of regret that of the thousanda
who go to Mount Vernon tbe interest In tbe mirror which Washington used When he shaved and
in tbe spoon with which be ate his porridge, If
be ate porridge, Is far greater than in tbe foreat
treea under which be walked and in the garden
whoee bedgea of formal cut were planted with
bla own hand.
Indoors at Muuiit Vernon everything la dead;
outdoors everything Is alive. Tbe forest and
garden are Instinct with Washington; the contenta of tbe bouse are aa dust.
There Is a real Interest, however. In the
library of tbe old home. In the main the books
are simply coplea of those which were on tbe
shelvea In Washington's time. Tbe original, as
I understand it, are In several libraries of the
country.
There are two otiglnaia, however,
wblcb are open at the title paga, so that If the
light be good, one may read Washington's name
written In bla own band and tbe title of tbe book
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nth of Alamogordo Hotel.
1

J. Q. GRANT,

and Transfer

City

Good ngs, careful i!rira and
Is now ready for business.
genteel treatment. Office up town just Kaat of Sews office

Residence Phone 170

Phone

NEAL'S
former!

3

Hmogordo

oldest and best Known rjotel ir)

Ala-rnogord-

o

Under the new management
the rates have beer) "educed to $2.00 a day
and the service has been irnproved.

oooo

given to families and
SPECIAL attentior)
Parties.

Mrs. Bertha B.

Meal

Insurance

ea

Bar'l

preiii

wer

Wear"

month.
the
,

hav

i
i
anoi won oi
pieninoi enooi.
be pleued to have parents visii
BUSINESS MENS CLUB
H .ery day
I
ill give the list of o word'
CUB MEETS NEXT TUESDAY.
Had in the spelling contest las'
All nebM h "Id lie present month with the result.
uk metiers of imp r ten em will I" High School
pupils, 12 made
lisrueeed.
I'mi, Average 9t, loweot gradr
aat cpnt.
Kighth tirade 28 pupils, 10 made
Tularosa.
Ma Average 98, lowest grode 40
During the month of Novemh-e- r per cent.
MP had enrollment of 44. with
Seventh Graded pupils 7 made
in average attendance of 81.
MM, Average HH lowest grade 7
Lounie LwOsbtey, Krnmie Hunt- per cent .
er, and Kdna Goake were neith- Sixth Grade 8) pupila t made
er absent nor taady during the
10 Average Ü0, lowest grade 41
mouth.
per
Sphia Douglas ha returned Fifthcent.
tirade ." pupils, 7 made
to school after being absent for
100, Average 77, leweat grade 28
everal week.
per cent.
On the day liefore Thanksgiv
List of words given : separata,
ing we rendered the following
accommodate, embar
benefited,
Thankagiving programe.
rass, business, parallel, judg
y
the
Thanksgiving Hymn
tnent. management, analysis preSchool,
cede,
divisible, changeable, su
Lela
Thanksgiving Song by
persede, mischief, character,
Lumbley,
pursue, origin, exercise, tegeth
We Oiler Thanks bv Augurtina er, beginning, fultlll, deseen
dant analyze, detached governor,
The Pie by Renjamine Olguien.
cleanse, prejudice, noticeable
The Reason Why by May wood
restaurant, miniature umbrella,
Spellman.
particular, foreigner, niece,
The Coming of the Pilgrims by
victuals, lalxiratory,
Kntmie Hunter.
cemetery, convenience
The Magic Vine ly Fernando
Chas. D. George, SuperintendBenobides,
ent.
Thanksgiving Song hy Ed Da
(ioakes.
Legal Notices.
Tom my Rob by Lute Bowne,
The Letters of Thanksgiving ll' Klrsi Pub Ujm I; Uní l'uo
b:
IN THK DWTRICT COURT OK TBI
puuils,
UNITED STATES FOE THE
Little Diamons by C'lintildx
SIXTH DISTRICT OF NEW
Martiuez,
MEXICO.
(irsshopper Green by Smith AhIn the maHnr of j jj0 05
K)tt.
(. Sprlgcs 4 I
rCWyatt, f' In Bankruptcy,
Harvest Tong by Juanita Durn,
ankrupt.
i'raise God by Rosa Johnson,
NOTICE IS HEREBY UIVEN, pnr
Thanksgiving by Julia Montes, uaot to an order made in tba matter of
Song Dixie.
bankruptcy of Edw. (. Sprlggi and

a

itat

rt
departiio-n-

!

..

Vw Metí'

Just What
You Want
A

TOWNSHIP

PLAT showing

the location of your home, and
your neighbors and all the
roads. A great convenience and
pleasure. Price $1.00, or FREE with
a year's subscription The News.
Plat applies to any township in the

county.

The News. I
ioowiiuuiiumuiioiuiumuiiuo.uii;

'In- -

i

'

Keel J

part

luhed

J. C. JONES. Prop.

Now Open for Business
This hotel has opened for business with

everything brand new.

The best equipped Cafe in Alamogordo.

A Regular Dinner for

35c

Agtot
Ter)tb St
Phone

--

are!
F.NtiRAVFD
isOa.
prepared to take ord- r for engraved visiting cards and can
-

-

luruih

.ano-

cr

t
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price,

lo

juality nisidereil. Samples can

nut'

BARHINGhR'S

otftcH.

ke Nk

Ft K MA I.E. tanged milk Cows.
IVani Horse.
enl hornes,
Fox
Buggy ami Single horneas.

iFesa

FoKSALF. . r Kx. huiig. ,
quarter secaa t
tions two miles south of town aa
main road, fenced and about ;
Also on
acres in cultivation
Kelin-qaishas-

&

RllSa

6oot) Service
Pennsylvania Ave., Alamogordo.

JOB PRINTING

house on New

7 room

avenue.
Also one fine
home place on Florida avenue,
third door south of 8th street,
fronting the east, lot 100x150
feet, about 70 bearing fruit trees.

Of AH Hants

York

NEATLY

and

at once.

See C W. Kansom,

LiveruSfaDie

Fine Camping Ground
under rawer.

Typewriter practically New.
Hores work single or Double.
Address. J. K. rr.
l a la

two story

134

I

QUICKLY EXECUTED

st tss

49t. f

NRVS OFFICE

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

,

gHEKKY

FOR tSALE.

SHERRY

&

at law

Atiente)
Oflice

Upktairo

rirst Nalioaal Bark liailitiac'
11.

MAJOR.
at

Attorney
Room

0

Law.

20Ü 10,

First Natioaal Hank Baildiac

VValtwr C.

Wyatt, No.

e
belonging to said estate to tbe
highest and best bidder for cash, on th
Arthur Goake is back again iSth day of December A. D. 1909, at li
after an absence of about two 'clock a. m. at tbe building formerh
oi'cupled by the bankrupts at the towi
months.
fOrograede. New Mexico.
The girls and boys have each Dated tbo 3Tth day of November A. D..

months.

C. BRYAN,

QEORGE

Physician andSurgeon
Re, rasas a.

Hospital

ALAMOGORDO.

D R. J.

Pkeac2

N. M.

R. GILBERT,

the DtStftsl

25. In

Mabel Hall's term as librarian Court of the United States (or tne Slxtb
expired Monday, N dlie Sander District of New Mexieo. I will offer al
was elected for the next three nubile ale tbe stock of merchandise and

Upsuin
PksaeU.

OCIca,

la tka Gilbart Baílalas.
Alamo ordo. N. M.

real-estat-

organized basket ball team.
Mabel Hall captain and Mai
Sanders secretary and treasurei
of the girls team.
Rarney Sanders captain ami
Edward Wharton secretary ami
treasurer of the boys team.

Robert

Frank Dawson,
Trustee

IN

First and lasi Pub. December 2:
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THK
UNITED STATES FOR THE
SIXTH DISTRICTOF NEW

Newton

Woodworm

Examinations and reports
References exchanged.

90.

ex 371.

. . .

0.

W. MILLER.
I'HYSICIAN AND NfJItOKuN.
Telephone No. 20.

QR.

J (i. HOLMES.

MEXICO.

Highest Grade made in Nov., n tbe matter of No. 25.
Mabel Hall 98, Kdw. U. Sprlggi t ,0 u 'ruptcy.
"A" Spelling
C VVy.tt. )
"B" Spelling Dorothy Wharton Walter
Baukrupts.
,

.

This dav the truotee filed his petitions

sS(

Bells SSTS

real-estat-

,

g

F. J. BUSH,
Q.

Grant

Printing.

lrav Mora.

e

with 3.

Land men, and others who
desire the highest grade of
work on their booklets, catalogues, etc., will find they can
secure such work at home by
patronizing The News' job
office. We make a specialty
of work in this line and have
a shop equipped for the production of the better kind of

....

Pkyaldaa.
Oflca

kl&h BOOKLET PRINTING

Aren't you filling oat a littler
"No, Indeed." replied the friend
.
.
as Tut
i on prona iiiy mink so
looking Puller In tbe face."

Arith. Dorothy Wharton 5, Ur bis authority to sell tbe stock of good
o f t b e bankrupts.
-- nd " " Maud Abbott
and Nell 4 n d
M. 10NE HULETT,
Sanders 1U0, Higher Arith Ern- In loss, at public auction to tbe bigbeii QR.
reserve; said petition will
Oateaoathlc PhTSklsa.
est Wohlenberg 9H, Algebra Dldrtaronwithout
for hearing at ti e office of the
On Tenth Hi. Opposite the Coart Boaaa.
Mae Sanders anp Barney Sanders unde'rslned, lu the First National Bank
100, Graded Lessons in Grrm, Mgp Alamogordo, N. Met. on Monday
Alasaofordo, Naw Mm to.
Arthur Wohlenberg 09, Higher ')ecepjbr 13th 1909 at 10 o'clock A. M
d. d. a
lesson in Gram. Maud Abbott 88, mil If u t then otherwise ordered said R. H. GUDOER,
Eng. Composition Edward Whar- ale will be ordered and held on Saturday, December istb, 1909 a advertised
Preparad to do porcelaia crown aad
Oatef Alamogordo, N. M Nov S7, 1909
ton,
miSB work, purcalaia alara; akw
H H. Major
lelays.
foM
Physiology are Arthus Wohley-berReferee OrriCB OVRR WARREN'S ORDO STORK.
92, Willie Lumbley 92,
Roaaaa r. O aad B.
Hattie Hunter 92, General HisP.. K. K. JARVI8,
tory Barney Sanders 98, Advanc- Make Tour Final Proofs Before
D
ed History Mabel Hall 82, Be.
Deatlst
giunera History Edith Long 95,
Ufilted States Commissioner
Office over first National Baak
Civics Edward Wharton 100,
Alamogordo, N. M.
Pbons 71.
.
Agriculture Ernest Wohlenberg Office Just East of The Haws Office
1st

fc7

Selling out I otter my entire
.lock of shoes including harm
laddies and hoes until closed
ui at leaet H per cent lielow
rguiar price. '
llea'l shoes reg. ó.OO now 4.IM).
Men's shoes reg, 1.00 now JI.Imi.
Men's shoes reg. .10 now 2.7Ó.
Men's sIkk's reg. 3.00 now Uf.
Men's shoes reg. á.óo. now
Men's shoes reg. 2.00 now .tin.
Men's shoes reg. 1.75 now 1.40.
Ladies shoes reg. 4.00 now 8.tM.
Ladiea shoes reg. 8.50 now 2.50.
Ladies shoes reg. 8.00 now 2.00.
Ladies shoes reg. 2.50. now 1.75.
School shoes reg. 2.26 now 1.60.
School shoes reg. 2.00 now 1.40.
School shoes reg. 1 .50 now 1.15.
J. N. BuShey , The Shoe Man.
Alamogordo New Mexico.
1
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Southwestern Hotel
and Cafe,
EUROPEAN PLANj

A. F. Menger
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I must appeal to the parent
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r lotect Your Lift
It la hard on
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First

Blight MisUks.

se
me, but fee
a physie'.un, I believe
Second Rt ranger-Y- ou
are mistaken,
Btraiiffer-Euu-

are

air.
First Stranger But I overheard you
aay you followed the medical proteo
alon.
Second Rtraoger And so I do.
an onilertaker.- - Detn.lt Tribune.

I'm

Charmirs.
Mother lu Law-H- as
tba Touag mau
who saved mjr life yesterday called
upon you yet?
Boa-l- a
Law-T- as,
indeed, be has a I
ready mad bis n oologies. --Transiste,
Transatlantic Tatas Froni File
Blatter.
THs OlstaM Ralstivs.
"The Parkers have all goo Into deep
mourning for a vary distant relative
Dou't you think irs a siga they're

rtehr
"No.

It's a sign that tba distant re
rich."-N- ew
Terk Ufé.

aflve was

